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ABSTRACT -~- . I . 
-An instrument system. was developed to measure . · · 
- ' 
. ' ' ' ' ' ' 7'- !" ' - ' ' 
_oc.eanic· t~:rbulen·'?.~~-~~,~~. -~,~- ,.;·;;2u· ~d r-W~ tir habi tA~ . i~. sub arc f 
·waters . . off the ~ast of New£ undland. From a literatur 
1
· · 
I[ . I · · [ I · , · · . . . .. - , ~ , ' I • . . I • J 
: ·search of existing experimental· tec~nicr~es and ins·trumen~s ~ 
• 
it was s~en· tha there . was · a large number of instrument 
SY:Stems capable f measuring t'ur}?ul~n-~e, but ' that most were 
' . ' 
ut ,fu'rther development-._-- (~fter analyz~ng · 
. ':. 1::.) . ' ' . ' ' ' .... ' 
t techni~ue~} we chose. DISA ' hot film 
. . . . ' ·~ . 
impracticai with 
' ·~-presen~ instrume 
anemometry ent, ·and set ,up a~ee channel system for -
.• <f) • ' 
... 
l. 
. simultaneous· three .dimensionai · measurements. · The 'ins'trumen'ts · . 
' 
- .. ' ·. ' 
.... we're _operated · 'from the hab~tat LORA .' 1 by SfUBA .di:ver·s who 
. (. · . .i-_ .... -. 
also. ·carried out Rhadamine" B dye studies .to · delin~·ate the 
' ·. ' ' .. .. . 
· . . tu:bu).ence ~ .- · --'Dif~i6ul ties with · the two battery Jpowered DISA 
:- . •. . ~· .. . .' . . •, ' . : ~ . ' . . . .· 
... : anemofireters ·. ~ubseq1-1ently ·redqqed the sysi;-em to one channel 
. . . . . ~ ' . . . . . . . ' . . ·. . . ~ 
" ··· ~hict( u~e~ a DlSt · ~5D01· _a~e'IT1o~eter . ~ith a ~~nical.: · probe. 
' '' ~0 · experi~ents .Jere - per~ormed and preliminary ana~ysis was 
.·~· \ 
• ' •. '· f - - ' ' ' ' . 
•; :· : · ·p~esente_~.---\9~d~~ris~ra·~-e· the ~-~pa·b·iiity of the system. 'rhe 
' . ~·;;.( ~ ..... 3~~:~· · ~ • . . r . , , . . . . 
data W?S :oompr0mised somewhat ·by . problems associated wit~ 
I I • ' \. • • ' .. ' ' ' • "' 
i ' 
< {#-, . •.. ' 
' •. 
. •, 
' ' . ' . 
low mean velocities and oscillatory velocities from wave 
. . . . " ' . . . . ' . ' - . . . , 
acti'on;.'· but _·· ~pectr.:n ·analysis showed t~e characte~istic •. -5/3 " . 
slo-pe and gave v-iscous ~issipati~~s of ~~bcmt -~ ~ 10-:- 3 cm2;~e~~-· 
l . - . . . ' ' .. <-" :--~ ··· ' •• 
with ·turbule_nce ihtensi t'ies about o .. 1.·. In ohe .cas,:e·, ... the 
-. 
' . ' 




. ~ . ' ~ 
. . 
. ~~t~t. . •. , . .. 
. . \ , 
.. 
,- ·- iv · -
' 0 . • . 
. • 
turbule·nce : was assocl.ated· with'" ' a hi~hly unusual osciliatory 
· , ' . , • : . . . · r 
. .. 
bottom· c.urren t. In summary, wi.th ~vers t6 rform 
~ 
· the ~xperim-en ts and ·with. dy used to dellneat·e the ·water : 
'11 • 
. mofi.on ~ DISA h.ot film is entirely sat.isfactory 
for oceanic turbulenae 
-- ,; ____ __,_,_,-
.-~ 
I · 
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. . . 
·· 'fh~ility to study turbulence in the .. world ocean 
. ./' 
_, ha~ ·alw-ays lagged well. behind the need. to ·understai:td it. 
e~~\ ~~·ibulent e~dieS 1 OCCUrring aS · ra~dom fluctuat i OnS .Of: Velocity . 
.\.~:Jin'/ _a ·~onti~'JOUS range. of ~izes, . fr~quedi~s and . energi~·s; -
, .. . ;¢omi.na·te m_an,y ocean.ic proc,:esses of importance-· Jo man. At 
. ' .. 
scales of !llan~ kilometers, · eddies stir large. water masses 
. . 
~i th motions that persist for months. . Sill\ult~neously, smaller 
. . . 
- · fl.ucb.iatio~s reduc~ ·concentration g~adients of t~e differing 
. . fluid bodies until · at the smallest ·scales, eddies of. milli-
. i. . 
' 
meter siz~ are dissipated by viscosity, leaving ·molecuiar 
' . 
ac~ions· to complete -' the ultimate diffusion. . In this way . 
·suspended ·and dissolved materials such ·as sediments> pollutants 
.and_ nutrients· are dispersed, and the -density, ·salinit-Y and· . 
. . . .. . . . ~ . 
· temperature .of di~fering wat~ ~sses are mixed. 
. . ' ·n . 
· The analytical descr~pt1on of turbulence is so 
. complex, in fact ,
0 
essentially unsolveabl'e; . an,d the range 
: over ·· which turbulence appears in . the sea is so vast, ·.that ou:r 
· ~nderstanding of· the phenoin_e~a is incomP.lete. L.arcJe gaps ~ 
. . . 
exist in our knowledge 'of . the nature of the tvrbulent '·stres-ses 
. '-~.. ' ;;...!-· 
., 
• • t • • • • 
that apply drag forces to ice sheets! a nd the mechai)is ms involved .. 
. . 
in· the tra nsfe r of ·ene rgy -at the' al.r-water interface . Eve n ,· · 
\. , .. . '• 
the nature o f the gene rat ion and decay of turbulence is 












I • " • .. 
. , . . 
', ~. 
' . -~· . 
. . . .. 
-· 
<\' . 
- . 2.- ' . 
. .. 
·. I • 
I ; 
There· i's - ~ : need for basic the~reti~al _ knowledge ~f · 
\ . ·. . 
turbulence and: for a . detai·led ' des'cription of its occurrenc~ . 
. .. . ·. · . . - . '' . . 
: and effects. The-oretical stuci~~s ·are . best perforltle~. _in the 
precisely controlled environment· of·· a · laboratory, · not ·in· a 
difficult ~arine environm~nt, · SO 
.. 
:·at this point to mount a -~rogram 
it wlfl be -more rewarding 
·o\• 'accur~te ·. quantific~tion-· · 
·• 
·, . . 
and desGription ,of ocean -.turbulence· by in-situ ineasurements. 
, Until' the last sev~ral years, · ;i.nvestigations of . 
. .. .. . ~ . .. 
?P~radic _· beca~s tru~en t ·: 
. technology wa·s not sufficiently .advanced 'to cope with: the 
' I' • ~ • _....-- . . 
hostile- marine - environment ·.. Now, a : rapid~y e~p~nding ' 
' \ 
instrument· capability has created a .. +a~ge. range _.of _devices· 
• ' . . . 
t • • ' 
· able to measure turbulence. Some· ~f th~s ~quiprnent is stiil' ·_. 
under development and sqrne is ~nly su.itabiel 'for use · in 
.. 
l'abpr:ator.l..es. . At .Memorial l!niversity of Newfoundlahd, 
\ . . 
Faculty o:f· Engineer~ng, we hoped to begin ·. ~ .?rogr~ qf_ ocea~-
. . .. . ·... ' . . ·l l · -
turbulence research wi til special · emphasis on. Arctic(l~.pd . 
1.-J;-',1 . . 
instanc'e, the. ex · (' '':f •· ents underwat~r _applications. . In this 
. ·.• 
. . , . 
. • ,' 
~ . . 
-8 
would be c ·onducted . . ---habitat ____ ....----:-
. - - ---- . 
the instrument· syste-in: · · 
I . • ' ~· ;:- · • ., · • ~ 
·. Wate.r :..;_t:'e-mP.eratures around :- 1°C for -s.~~orrfh~ ~nd -. seasonal· 
. { . . . . . - .. .; -~ . . 
ice cover ¢would provide _UJ.liq~opportuili ties ·tor measurement. { .. . . . _ _. · __ 
.. . 
\ . . _. - ~ __ :: -. ~ 
1:>--- : ·. -
a .. ' 
-· ... 
·.· 
" . . ,
. . 
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· - <3 
. · . 
. - \ . 
. . 
: '·. 
• . . . · t . . . 
- p~e_nomena ·a~d nc:J- to develop new inst>rume~~tion '· ~e ' parrieti_· .. · .. 
. . . ' . ~ . ~ ' 
•' 
' :_ out an extensive literature search' t 'o '?~lect . proven equip-:- : 
.: ' ' c ' ... f ' ' •• • • '. l ~ • ' ' • .,.) - ' ' • • • ' • • - · ' 
·, : rnent, or at least choose instrUmentation that would ·.requ·ire 
. ., ' . . . . . . 
• • 4 • 
• - ~ • f / - . 
:;.·.·_the lea~t amount of · developm§!nt ·:· Th~ r 'esul·t' was a 
. , 
film a~emomet:t:y. · ·Preliminary exp.erirnent~ were then . made ~·n . 
. . '. 
. 
order to "develop underwater measurement techniques and ·. 
. ' . •' . , ' ' .. 
, . . 
evafu~te the ~§efulness ·~f ~h~.system. ·-· 
.. . \ . .· 
' . ... 
· ·, . 
· -· '! 
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'2. STATE OF ~HE ART, 
.  





2.1 . ~ -Ex~erimenfal Technique~ · 
~ -
·. 
. . c 
. . 
4- •· .• • " ' . • .. • . ' .. . • . . • ' ' ' ~. • •• 
. -Previous ocean· turbulence experiments_ .se·em . to f~ii · · · 
' Cil' • . • • .. • ~ 
'\{ . . . 
into. four basic categ~ries. 
' .· 
First,· there 41a,re the well ·kn.own· .J 
·" . 
. · ~ , . • r ~ 'b • . . .., . • • , . 
11 
tow.ing tests, _of which Grant, · Stewar,t ~nd Moilliet.' .s_· _wot'k' . · 
' . . . . \ . "' . ... 
- . •. ·. (~ . 
~.. . ; ~ .. 
. . .. 
,. 
. -. ... 
•• 
. . ~ '\ . 
' .. 
~ - ~-· 
(1968) _is t :he .classic example . .. Their instr.um~nt "p~ckage, . 
·. usi~g h~t . f:i,lm crnemoin~trJ'"as ~he bas:~ s~nsor's ·, ·Jas ~~J~ted 0 . : ~. : - : 
"' . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . -· 
' • • ~ I • ' ,' .. : . ·~ . 
il). ·a ~ophistica·t~d ·Aunderwqte~ ho:u'sing and tb,wed behind a ' 
•. • • • • '. • • .J 
·'sbip. . Th~ . ~bili ty t~ ·in~es"tig~te. la~ge are.as· can. :b~f·. a~ ~- . ~ i 
·. ad~C\ritage, bu~ shi'P_ and cabl~ ' rot~on intr~uce fa~~e sifJilals 
apd make precise' . po's.:i,,tioning of th~ instrument . d~f:fi;cul t, ·, "'\ 
. . . 
' 
.•• •• •£. .:. " 
rhe sensors' also, tend to .. colle~t tn.icro.scopic detritus which 
. - . . . . . .. , . 
.. 
. :' ': . 
· affects their: ~peration i and a high frequency response ir:t ·, 
. __ .:.__. _:_- ,- -·- ~ . ~- . . . . ·.. . . . . . ... -
, .-. 
i .' 
... .. ~:.......------_ .......... the tra_n~ducer i:s · _required beca~se . of ~he tow in~ speed: If . , 





This hypothesis,, ·. ·.', 
' to • 
known as the f rozen 'fiel~ a:pproximat~on is valid only if· tl).e 
' ....... ;' ·. . "' . . 
· . turbulence intensity u ~< 1, as Ifinze ( 19.59 )' 
. ·. . . .. . . ." u J '. " .... . 
e~plains. . This "' ·. .. . · 
7 
· . ·· can be an · important cons.traint in experiments where high 
. turbulen-ce intensiti~s ·are found . ·· ~ev~~th~ess·,. · t~wing test~ .:· · 
_, . . ~. ~ . . . . '. . : ' 
. ~~e c_apabl~ of gene.rating ·e~cell.e'*~~· data, ~~ ' attest-ed to ~-b; ' 
. . /;:·~~--~ ~ . . . / 
the rec~ht work o~ Gibson.et al . (l97l) ~nd . N~smyth (1970). · 
, . 
. . ' 
. 
, . 
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. ('_ Q . .. 
., 
' .. ~ 
.. .\. . 
: ' 
.. ,. 
:w,·~y : tis~~ arr(l?ys df ·· to'f{ed heated ~ensor~ to · measure 
"). . . ·. . - ' . .. ;. ' . . , . . 
tu~bti'lEmee: in Upper .. layer coastal waters. ]3oth Jnvestigat~rs 
. ., . . . ~· . ... 
.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . \ . . . 
. croncQent:rat.ed :on ·~spectr~1 analysis_ to find d~~l.I?atj.~n limfts 
~ . ' . . ' ., ..... .. . . . . . 
-.~ri? td ::,relate : ihe. temp~·~ature·" ~ield to the v!9locity ·. f.ield'V · 
·~ -: r Q ·. · . · ·. , · · . · e · • · · · ~ . · . · • \ . . . 
. . _Nasmy:th' s work . also i:h.cluded 'simultaneous salinity measure-:. Q:.,: ' • # I ', • ' : I ', • • • ' " I • >' : ' 0 • '.;• : • -::.;-;., 
-·~ ~ • .• ·, ~ I • 1 I ' J "' 
.:-:r ::. :ntents upon which spectral analysis was performed . . -The _ : · :; _ ~ 
. , •• '1 ·• I ~ ,.. · · 
.·salihi~y -~ea~urements _allo~~d_· him lo descr~be ~~~e · t~~b~~e-;;~·e/ ( . 
, · , I • ~ "' •. 
completely~ . , 'J ; __ \ structure 
. -~· 
.... , ; -~-r, . ·f , r . , { . 




(. . ._.. · a 
.1. ~ 






~ -The . second ·.t .echrlique . efltai,ls placing: . a ci~ster of 
. . . 
~· ·, 
.turbulence senso'rs· . at th~ point of intere.st l;>y . suspenqing it. 
. ' 
" ' 
, , .. < 
· Q 
".·on a . ~C:lut buoy or · loweri.ng the assembly to ·the Q.ot.tom. . Both · 
va~iaht;s~~ ~ell, dOcumented. For exa~ple, ~ussel~ . . 
. ' 
·(1~73) ~sed " a~arra~ of moored cur~ent ~eters to delineate 
' ' 
'the . large scale eddy structure. of ·;the Labrador 'curr,!'!nt. · 
• ' 0 " ... ~ 
• I 
· ·• · Bowden (19.56) in ··his classic st-eJ.dy, ·placed an electromagnetic . 
.. • ~. 4 \. .•:) • \{ 
· . .. . transguoer od · tpe :b .ottom o,f .·r,a tidal. estuary . to measure 
, ·:, .·. t~~b~i~nt Rethold,s stressJ~.~~~ The~e instrumen~s ar€ usually ·. 
I * \ .... • 8 :-
0• oriented. 'into the mean flow·(by a vane apparatus but the 
I ' ' ' ~ 
',r, 
. r~sppng_~ , a!pbiguity of . the ,':V,ane . i~ a 'practical drawba~k to ' 
ll' • - 1 
' ' • 0 • ••• .~ • ';) .. • • . • • 
.. the .technique . . Even· with 'such• a limitation, fixed t ocation 
' n ' . ' ' 
. \ I • • 
. experiments give ve.ry good r~sul't~ ..... 




.The- third technique~ requires· the experiment~r to 
. .., . .. . (, .. 
·dump. dye in large quantities on .sur.face water s and monit or 
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r . 
the 'lar:ge scale diffusion by 'mean's-of . 'aeri.3.1 photography. 
Ai~·~rria~iV~ly, t_he: .tr"ac.er can be inj·e6.t~d . v'i~ a~· .otitfail · 
' ' " ' ' ' I ' • 
' , I • ' •" 
and its dis~~r~~on ~easured wi~6 - some :sui~abl~ tedhni~u~: 
. ! . 
• . • . ,I 
For example., . Ta}~euchi (1973) used . . Sin infrared line scanning 
'? . • syste~ 'on an --.airp·l~ne to m~as~~~ ~he ·diff~sion of : ·heat~d, 
.. 
\ 
effluent from an . elect~ic· power plant. 
. . . .'· , I 
.· . 
. :;. l· •. .. ~ .. 
f . ·. F..;i.nally, dye methods _maY' be · b~ed to . de~·in/ate smal_i . l . . . 4 
..,;;;: ~ale ~urbu ~;,nee, Woods ( 19 71) ~s~~g; -'J:~~rn '. Of ~~UBA divers . 
• ·~;.. A.o photograph traiis from dye pellets, with impressive 
~ 
~results. He q_ct.ua+ly photographed g4ime.ratio!): of turbulence 
'f . ·· . • . I . 't.--: 
~ . . -.. . . 
from the'breaking of an internal wave. l . . . 
~. ' 
~ j ... :· 
.. ·, ·1~ ,~~· 
f$ . · ~ . Cl~ssifyin~ previous experi~e~~~l . wor~ in . s~ch · ~·~ay 
I , • 1 ' ' 
helped . t~· optimize . the research. program .describ~d in this .. 
report ·. Fi:X:'ed location transqucers take recordable and 
. ~ .. . 
. ; ' ' . 
,:· ' ; . 
• ;. r 'CJ'r' 
~ .. · - ;~ 
precise_ data, but the sensors must be oriented properly into 
. 1: . ; 
... ~·.:<:. .. t _he .flow·( positioned. accur.ateiy, o ~nd positic;m.ed in an"-area . 
·:· . .. / 
·· .;• · of interest. This .is ·difficult to a.?hieve by .. remote ·controJ., 
. . ~ . 
but SCOBA divers 9an accomplish these tasks . . In addition, 
' ' ~ ' 
. hu_man observers lend flexibility ~o ~~p~riment·s. Dye stur~ 
with divers 1ll.on·~ yiel~ rathe:r: . cj·e.nera\. a~d subjective dat'a, 
but wi~~ instruments . at -hand to quan~i\· the' da~a ·such · 
-
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habitat LORA 1, a.cpmbination of SCUBA diving, dye studies 
and f~x~d location transducers offered a high probability of 
'· . 
~ . . - . 
. obtaining '. g~od resu}ts from p lar9e numbe~ of ·experime~ts. 
' .' 
. - .· ~. 2 
,. 
' •· . 
. Instrument Techniques • 
., ~ . 
.. . 
General .ly speaking, transducers for · oc~_an turbulence· · 
- • ' I• 
have evolved · froffi.water curren~ meters qnd from air turbulence 
' . 
e~uipmerit. .so · on .~ne hand. we must attempt to ·improve the 
. . 
. speed 9f· response and 
, perhaps fundamentally_ 
~pafial r~solution ~ o~ 
unsuited to our needs 
a cm;-rent meter 
and .on · the other 
.. 
·adapt an air technique to resist corro~ion, detritus,.wetness . 
~ .. . . .. 
· ' and pressure. · pnly .in .a few cases has instrumentption been 
.-v' ._.... . - .. . '!:' 
. . 
initially d~signed to work in a .marine .environment, and .here, 




The newness of the field · probab~y, contributes to a . 
-~. 
. . 
confusion ~bout definitions of system peifo~mance. The most 
~ 'common a~d useful terms such as spatial resolution, fre~cy ' 
~-:-resolution, ) response time anQ. threshold velocity do riot .. 
seem to be uniformly defined in the literature although 
precise definitiori~ dp exist. Since tew authors mention the 
definitions of these ~ystem · p~~a~eters, ( ~i ter.atur~. ,survey ·' 











presented · h~rein must be noted ~it~ caution. 
' It appears that in the .sea, stationary instruments ' 
~enslng ~elocity fluctuations ~e~d not 'have a~freq~~ncy 
responding capability greater .than 2.0 hz, aithough' for 
towing tests · a frequency response of~ about. 1. 5 kh'z seems 
- I 
necessary because of -the high towing speeds. · At' the 
. ' ., 
a_~proximate cutoff limit of 20 hz thf' eddies have ·a 
; 
·characteristic size of a few centimeters. ·Any ·smaller 
. eddies .that do exi~t ~re af~ected so strongly by viscosity 
. ' 
' · 
tqa t .no appreciable kinetic energy is left ·in.-them. Never-
. . . I . .· . . ' ~ 
theless, as Gregg (1973) points out, the residual motion of 
. . hr . 
eddies smaller than the cutoff can still stir . temperature 
d 'ifferences .to an approx~mate limit of a millimeter.· These 
. • limits define the ultimate resolution that an instruMent · 
.measuring either"'velocity, s <tJ. inity or · temperature ~u~t be 
capable of. Exper~ental results generally support .this 
hypothesis in th~ case of ' velocity and temperature fi~lds, 
but no transducer ·has yet bee~ m~~)· . ab.lei t~ r~solve t~e 
saliriity cutoff limit~ 
. '\' \ 
. . 
As mentioned before_, the la,rgest eddies of salinit,y·, 
temperature and ~elocity· ar~· bounded . on~y . by " the size of th~ 
. ./ 
. I 
basin in which - they are found. 
.. . 




· ~ '· J . . ~ 
. . 
.- 9' . ~ 
i. .. 
time. scale of monthsJi!nd a length scale of mapy kilometers 
for.these eddies . . With·· s~ch a large sp~ead df scales; no 
sing~e ·turbulence measm::ing syst,em can be successful ov.er 
~ I ~ ~. 
more .than a ..,.l'imit~d range. : 
' • l. · , • • , I ' 
--
--· ' ' 
• l 2. 2~ discret~·partic~e techniques 
Turbulence measuring · techniques ma,y be classif.ied 
.. 
' ' ' 
·. 
by· the Lagrangian system where the flow ,is marked and 'followed, 
. ' . "'' . . 
OJ;:" by . the· Eti.lerian system ~here \he flow is measured by a 
static transducer at. a fixed point. 
~ . 
All Lagrangian techl'1iques d~~erid on the inj ~ction· 
of some con.taminarit into the ·flow, i:mq 'the subsequent. . 
tracing ~f the contaminant .4(· The well known· t~chniqp.e of 
' . \;. . . ~ 
flow vi~ua~ization using bubbles 'ionized from platinum 
~ire · could be extended for use _ i~ the oc~an, . ~lthough it 
~~ · -- · 
· .. . ~ 
:.• 
seems not t~ hav~ been · tried. Donqhue (1973) · demonstrated -.,. 
.that the technique was ' usefu.l- in depicting bound~r¥. layer · .. 
/ . 
turbulence in · dra·g . reduci_n<.;r po~ymer flows, but~·fotind the 
w.i~es w9rked better· in pure wat~r. In the Qcean, one would 
. . 
have to overcome problems of corrosion, detritus and lack·. of 


















· I ' ' 
I , 
... · ...... 
· .. Discret.e partici~s iand high ·speed photog·raphy have 
~ l 
· been use.ci by Snyder ·et al ··(1971) .ix:td Kennedy·- '(1965) _for . 
, , ' 
. turbulence studi~s. ~n · the iabor~tory. Their techn1ques lead 
' . -
', to a discret~ tlme . s~ri'es ' 0~ .a .few" pointt. ·along. th.e particle ' ' .-: 
~trajectory and to ra'ther cumbers'ome data processing 
. techniques. ~patial and tempcn;a.l reso_lution: 'are determined . 
mainly by particle diamete~, ·camera field of view- _and ·camera~. 
rep~tit,ion rate. To av~i¢1 the drawba~ks ·of ~ -photogr~phy, 
' , 
Jones et al ( 19 7 3) used radioactive pellets as tracers, 
I I 
- . obtai-ning cont.inuous . anafogue · signal~ 
• i , A , 
Although much 
development 'work would be ·needed t9 adapt this last system 
' . ' ' . . . 
' . ' 
'to underwater· use, it is 
. ' 
. experiments .could --easi_ly 
conceiv.ablr that the photographi~ 






\ -~ ~~~ 
.,.,.. 2. 2ii ·dye. 
. ' 
. I 
It is simpler . to work vii th dye than with discrete 
particles, . ~nd many experiment)5_h~ve be~n ,under-taken Jsing 
.- it ,~o i _dentify tur~ulence at. l .ar·ge. and ·~ma{l . scales. d · _ • 
Sternberg '(1969) u~ed dye to detail . skail scale boundary 
' • <I ~ I 
layer features near the sea 'bott:om ·at great _d e pths. 
• ' • • ' ; • ~ · I • 
Three • · 
.. . . 
dye stre~ks were · U:sed, each. a different colour, ·· so that. a 
,• ' ' ' 4> . ' 
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7. 
Only initial ~esults ·suc::h. as ·a .. few· shear ·.s.tres·s es.timates · 
. . . · • . ",. .. : . 'c . 
; .and"drag 6o~~ficients · were repoited ·in that p~per and 
. . . , ' . . . """ 
surprisi:ngly, · n6 further experimemt.s ~ith it ba'(e b~en 
~ '. 
~ . 
.•, t ·: • 
' -
· Hale ·(1970, 1-971) ·and ·wopds (1971) ·both used . SCUBA· ...,, 
' . . 
. . . . . . 
·divers · to · obtain dye obs-ervations . . ~round' thermoclines·. Hale 
• ' • • .. • • " . t • • 
experimented wit,h iiquid dyes. injected · horiz~ntC;lily into . 
. . . . . ' . . . 
water layers from. metering and pumping eq,uipme~t ~o~nted on 
·.· ·a,. tpwer · in' Lake .Huron. .Initial . wo~k was c'arried .. o.lit ~o .. . · 
" deVelop dye dartS tO mark· a Vert'ical . ~OlUffi~ Of Water 1 bUt 
~ ~ · -~ ·t w.as Woods w·h~ obtai~ed great · suc~ess .. with 'this t~ch~i~~~: . 
:. .. t~stea,d ·_.tr-·liqu:id ·dyes,· ,,W~ods us.ed dried ch~~~cais ·, compa~t~d .·. 
, . . . ... 
0 
. . 
into pel~e~ fo~m. This 'gav~ .a long· :lived and ·uniform tr'ace ~ 
• , .. · 
with the ·"added -advantage·. that. eddies ·in the 'von' Karman vortex . 
. . . .. .. . . •. ' 
' ol._e , ' I _ 
street she·d by -·the pellet could be used- as . . a ·-,line?r scale .' ir:i 




s'ites, however-, the-re· are serious practic?-1" 
' . (_ ' ' ' ., 
:· ~• .... 
For inany 
I 
_ ; - ~imitations t~ sm~i~\ sciale ~ye stu~i~s. ' 
• n ' : • 
, I 
V~·sibiii ty' is 
;/ 
·: o~ten too poor · for good photography. \ .If · the turbulence. 
' . . ' . ' ··; 
.·intensities are to~··.g.reat, as often occurs :ln . the near shore .·. ' 
environrneri\, t~e~ the ~y~ will diffu~e:· rapidi: ~iDto a large . 
·pale blob. "rif~ studie:.s. at t.~.e.se· sca..l_es c;tre best w.P,en the 
• • • I) 
.r . , ·water column- is stratifie.d and ~n..dividual phenome~a such as· 
~nter~al waves ca~ be deiirteated. 
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' . 
. such di.f f icul ties di..d -.i.n fact occur in -our work 
· • n 
a.nd. wer~ the. 'major reasons for our ·not 'pursl,ling dye· s·tudie's 
. - . . . . . .·I 
. . · past. prf:!limin~ry stages. ·. At the habitat _site, visibility . : 
. . ' .. - ,. 
)im.i ts ·were less · th~n l<l meters and the ·Rl1odamine dye ?~.came 
invisible after 2 or 3 minutes. Neyertheress, if ·. · 
. sophisticat_ed photogra-phy techniques such as hi_gh sp~ed 
~ . ' 
"r'igid.ly mounted stereo _ carn~ras were e~pl~y-ed, · t:-h.is dye work -.-
p • • 
could have bee~ taken mhch furthe~,-~ith the r~s~lts · 




. . , 
......... 
\ 
·tn. a .typical" experime~t, 'th~ee divers . were needed; \ .. 
one for · ph9tography, one _to inject -the dy_e .via· ~ syringe _ ·. 
- \ . . ,; · ~,-
through a ~eter I.ong tube to . a needle mounted on a _st~nd; . 
. • ' 
' and ,one' .. to foilowj.ibe. diffus"i~g blob, carrying a scale to 
be photqgraphed.-1 Communications among the . three divers, · 
. ' . .. . 
· . . using only ha.nd ; s_ignals, were- diffic.ult~ Dangling scales ·and 
op~rating hand held cameras 'thiough !4 il)ch . neopr_ene m,i tt~ns 
, I • - • ~ ' t!> 
requi.ied mor~ s.k~ll than was ·init~ally available for 
.1\ • • 
scientific results - to be obtained.- · Woods (1971) who has . ~ 
. -'\ 
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Another diffic'ufty with . the ·technique ~s · that dyes 
--
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13 ·j 
and the small~st ~rap t~at ' is ' spilled inside the · habitat 
qu~ckly stains large areas bright pink. A ·considerable 
amount of effort i _s needed, ti:~n, to' develo~ ... this 
·potentially useful ~ tec~ni~ue. 
C' - ' . 
.. 
I 
'· Rhodamine B dye .ha·s be~p used extensivel~ . at larg~ 
' . . . 
scal~s, as mentioned previously. A number of recent papers 
. . .. 
at~s.ts -tq the continui1:1.g usef~lness of the ~ techniq~e. · 
•Bowden (1973) reports on a large number-.of · diffusion.?tudies 
-in · the Irish Sea, where both vertical and· horizontal 
· o 
spreading rates were observed a:nd related to wind ·, tidal 
. • . o· . , • ~ 
currents and env~ronmental parameters of .stab1l1ty • 
. . 
. Ktillenberg. (1973), has performed a . simil:ar set of ' ·experi-
. . . . ' 
ments with Rhodamine B dye, finding· t~at the dye tended· to · 
. .. 
. ~ 
be located in layers ~ith very sharp boundari~s and ·a 
' . 
· n·~arry homoge~~o-us vertical concen'tratiori .distribution. 
. ' 0 
2.21ii prope~lor 
.. 
For Eulerian measurements of velo~ity, temperature 
. 
. ~nd ~alinity, a large · number of ins·trument systems ' are now 
. . . . 
. ' ~. . .. 
· 'in .use. Propel lor meters are commonly used for ~ veloc~ ty · .·., 
.. 
fluctuations, and cover the ent~re r _ange of eddy sizes •. · · 
... 
,. . 
For, .. measuring scales of several kilometiers, large,. slow 
I~ . .. 
:..• ' 
. . 
. ' . ' • 
- ., 
. · 









--::- · · 
I 
i 
. responding., commercial c'urrent. meters are susP,ended on taut ·" 
• • ~ ' • • ,4 
mooring lines . . Usually, the current magnitude"and . direction · 
.. . . . ' • . 
·are s~mpled intermittently, and the ' package must be 
. . 
retreived to g~t - the data~. Althbugh this is . one of the 
oldest techniques for measuring v~lecities, equi~ment: 
n' 
r-e~iability is .still i~ _ ·~eed Pof improvement~ .. Russell's . work ... 
. ~-~~ 
c -~. (197j). in the Labrador £urr~nt illustrates ;~o~~ of the 
, 
pitfal·ls. · He used an array· of : moored cu~rent meters to 
. rel~t~ the lirge scale e~dy structure to iceberg movements 
..., . 
. . . 
but several ()f the instruments fa-iled to operate. Cruise 
scheduling' usually does not· allow for se.~ond attempts · qnd 
. . o;ften do~s not_ allow for long enough , ~tops ·to obtain adequ~te 
data frGm such slo~ recording. instrtirn~nts. In a ser'ies of 
. .. 
. . . 
expen:i~ents· -U'sing sim.llar instrumentation_ in : the . Gulf 
Stream, Webster . (~969) obtained -enough data jor ex~~nsiV~ ·· 
spectral analysis using standard thre.e dimensional turbulence. 
theory. · This · illustrates a fundamental - problem with. all 
. 
experiments at large scales.. The assumptions of . homoge·neity 
.. 
and isotropy are implicit in ~est -analyses, but in a 
stratified ocean, turbulence is clearly - neither . hom~gene9us 
nor is.qtropic when we deal with eddies that are kilometers 
•( 
in -size. With' present theory, all we. can d.o is note the . 
















A~ intermediate scales s~~h as those found ·in - tidal 
estuaries, pivoted vane ·current meters are used to. align· 
. . 
automatically w·ith .the 
~ 
kin~t~c ~nergy spectra 
mean fl~: Cannon (1971) meas~~~d 
lro ' I' 
in Chesapeak~ Bay f6r several· 50 · 
. . . 
hour experi~ents' using · two'- m·eters at .Light an~ies tO each 
··' 
other. Similar instrumentation was used by Gordon and 
• ' • • j 
r - _,.f" 
-~:::£:~>-·. 
.-:.··-~ ...... · ~· 
.. .J·~ · 
Dohne ( 19.7 3) i .n Ches_ ape.ake Bay' · with .emphasis on Reynolds · 
\ 0 . • " 
.str'ess analysis. 
. . . 
These meters have response times around .·1 
- ~ .. ;" ' - .... I\ I I 
~ ·· · 
second," with ·th_~ ~ivoted ·vane responaing in about 1 second. · 
,.--
size res.olutio~ . is l~!ted to approxima·tely 1 meter. 
I • ' '[ -
_. q-.. ~-::.-- . . . --:. -· ' -




For-- small scales, ori1y one instrument has ·beeq .· · 
de.ve loped thili!' uses \;n>pell7rs . ·smith ( 19 7 0 , 19.72) hils ; · 
~ . 
I 
modified a miniature )propello'r current meter .to respond . to ... " ' ... ... _ 
• . v:;7, . 
turbulence. The · propellors are 3.5 em in diameter. and · 
. . ~ 
directionally sensitive, ,vlth ' a threshold velocity b~lo~ 
,. . . , · .... 
. ... 
1 cm/~ec and a frequency response up to ~0 hz. A t~iaxial 
.. 
. ,. 
~rray . of these mete;~ was test~d extensively in a tid~l -~ 
·estu(fry and · thenl used successfully to measure turb_ulent · 
... ' 
De~pite pos~ible diffi~ulties 
,, 
stress below ·ice in the Arctic. 
with -.[ouling in areas ~f · heavy biol~gical contaminat-ion·, 
.•· 
_this system ~ould ha~~ been ~ our choice for the habitat 
' ~ 
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2'.-2iv ·. electromagnetic r 
· .. . . . \ . 
The stc:tt!e of the · ar.'t;.~ .. f .or el~qtr~magnetic. ~n~uction I ' . . .. . ~ - . ' I 
transducers ,/is si.miia_r ;t;o "tha ~};f. :the pr~pellor rn~ters. ' A 
· - large nul1\be,r of · ·.comm~rcia.l· ei-~~tro~agnetic .Current meters .. 
. ' ) l · . . 
have. recently appeared with s1o~~ systems claiming ·to have 
• • • 'l • • .. • • • • • • - ·· - r . , . . . " . . 
response times ·~J.:ow·"eno4gh ·(..2 ·sec)· to · be .useful for small_. , .. ·· 
sc~le 'i:urbulen+ . This type of 'transducermighi: be 
·superior irt' :p~ij\.c:.ri~le 'to:·.th,e s~~ll propeller meters 
. . . . . 
' . 
. _because it has· no . moving ·parts ' to·. foul. . · ·The · mode o( 
J.' ,operatic~ . is · desqribed ;by ·Faraday's law of·. ele~tromagnetic 
. .. 
~ . . . 
. . 
conductor ·rn9ving ~elati ve to a magnetic field. At ... the tip 
. . ' 
of the prq:be. is a . coil which g .enera'tes ·the-. m~gnetic field. 
• •> • , ' : • • • •. • ' • • 
Elec.trod.es. farthe~ d~wn · the ·probe ·sense th~ ·_variations in 
.the .-field . caused .by <;::hanges "'in · th~ fl~w •. · Probes .are 
. . -
t:YpicallN~. ern in diameter_,_. wi.th a zero threshold vel;ocit_y, r 
arid are able ~ ~o sense two· perpendicular v~lOcity ~omPo~ents/ 
. ' . 
'· ou·r experience with one of · these · ~evices, . however , ' 
has · be~n most ·_unsatisfac~~ry.. . It proved to be much slnwer . 
. ~. in .. response tim~. than was claimed and: generated so much · , 
, , . 
.. 
' . 
electrical noise as . to b~ useless for turbuleRce work • 
·). ' 
a · few hours operatio!l '· 
After ·:-
it· ceased" f.unctf~ning ._'· · .. The manufacturer~ 
.. 
. .... ' ' " '\ 
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.. ' . ' ~ ' ' . 
"\ ' ' " .. , 1#-Engine~ririg Phy~ibs ' co~pany· (EPCO) ~ would . not.~rovid~ 
. '. 
·~dequate servicin~ of t~e - i~str~ment, so-it 'was not .used 
again. 
_#· 
., . .. 
Appell -and Woodward ( 1973) of -the National Oce·ano-
graphic Instrumentation.Centr~ i~ the United States had· 
- . ' 
. similar p_roblems. They carried~xtensive tests 
· same EPCO m~ter, noting that - ~oundary. layer changes 
on' the 
and 
.. · .. 
' · : -~ir bubbles affected the readirigs. Due · to the shape of the 
' . . . 
•. 
' ' ~ ·- . ··. 
·:~r-obe, the ·an,le of flow . in the.horizorital.pli:tne of the 
·-·~lec.t:r:o?e; · could cause · chang~s . in ·the przed.ict~d output as 
. /(large as .10%. Vortex shedding was found ·to induce 
.·. -.,/ 




... ~ . 
' 
' 
vibrat{on at high velocities an~ incr~ase the output by· 20%. 
Appell and Woodward conc:fl.uded .these meters . are .. in an 
.. . : . . . -~'if' ' ~ .: 
advanced prototype stage of development ... 
Despi~e the potential_ of this rugged and simele 
. . ,. ' ·:( ol 
transduce~; "development is taking a 1o.ng· tim~. · .- Faraa'ay 
. . . . ~ . .., : 
h_imse'lf attempted (unsuc<?es~fully) t~. u~e ·the te,chni~~e to .. 
. ' . · •. _; ·. 
measure veioc,ities in the Thames Rive:r during a tidal cycle ~ 
Koiin (194 4·, 1954"f"did ' ro'u~h research in deyelopinlj 
electromagnetic f lo~eters. Then Bowden' ·s · classic .work of 







. 1952. After another report in 195G . using_ his ·e1ectroma9netic 
device, th~ concept_ became dormant · and no~~~ther experi:... . · · -
. . . .. ..... ::~ - : . 
~ . ~- . 
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. "P.' ': r 
. . \ . .. ) ... 
. ·. ~1 . . ;.; ' . .._. :r:... _  ,.__ . ' 
' · . ,
electromagnet.ic transducer -; '( o~_.,:'ilfagne.tohydrodyn~mic 
. -~ ' . ~ . . ... : . ~ ~. . -~ . ~ . 
. - .: transdii9er ,· . as he"·calls ' it) w.~ii~~ is capable0. of· resplvip(J . ,. 
·' . 
c. . - - r' c.. , .. _ __. • 
. . J.o/elocity ·:fluctuations around· . . l mm . . ·However, .bh~ probes ·in .~J~ .. 
' p. • . ,• 9 ~I I 
this system_ were only 'th~ sensing elec.trodes - th,e driving 
coi'l was approximately a meter in d'iame.ter, surrounding· the · 
• - · I . I t • . 
. . . f!:) . . 
channel ·flowJV Much work would be ·needed tb adapb his 
. \ parti~ular syst~m '.:!)~ the· oc.ean environmen~ . 




- ,- ; 
'·. l . 
. ,:-. 
... 
. \ ' . 
. · . . ", 
. . 
Two· othe~ devices whi.ch . o~et possibilities for, . 
· · o.ceaniq . turb'uie~c~ rese~r~ ~re ~o~tex .m:te~·~ and ii~idic 
. . .. . . . \ 
· C • 
meters:· 
' I • • ~ ' ' l " · , 
These are as si.mple· and Jugged. as the elect;:o'-: 
' .. 
. ' 
mag-netic . cu'rrent . sensors, and . with more development could .... 
. - . ... .. ' 
prove useful . .. Th~ vortex meter operates by· passing an, : 
I' • • , ' • ' ' 
~ . . ' ~ 
ultrasonic beam .through 'the vorte~ str'eet. shed from a 
cylinder, and s~nsing . the ~adulation frequency ~aqsed by 
. . . ' . ·. : ' .. 
the vortices. ~ppe'll and Wci.odward (1973) found the · · · 
.. . 
,, - , 
. c'Oinmerc_ial d'evice produced by 'tt .- Tee · to have a threshold .. . 
1 
· • .1. 
veloc1.ty between ~1 and .2 knots. "Below that speed, . nc( 
~~rt~cies w~re. forme~. In· the range · .2 to 1.5· knots~ :the 
~~., 
sensitivity debreased ~y · lp%, p~obabl~ beca~s~ the ~drtic~s 
~ . 
did · not modulate the acoustic beam· properly. · ··This was 
. . 
• r 
noted whim the meter was rotated w·ithin the· horizo~tal· piane · ··. 
' . 
.. . ... : 
·: 
. • 1 
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.. 
.· 
' . ··. 
• • • Jl • '. 
0 
' I • 
·, , , 
up . to angie~ of + )0° ~ . ·. Proper al,ignme~t- i~to .the ~-J~rect i'a~-- .. . 
·;. ·.·· . of •t:~-~ - , 1;,~~~ is es.pent·"iai ·. . T~e J ·.:. :Tee. de•./ic~· ~ cou'lq: · . . ' _: -- ~ . .. 
' I ;:t; J • ' •,  ' ' • • ' , I ' " · ·~ , • 1 
· ·:.:i \. . ·:· c~nce_iv~o~y ~~~c_ern . eddies.· o :f t::h~ - ~r-~er ,_qne . ."cen~i~e-tei,. > 
•. ,· ·• • ')- ·,·. ... . . -... f , . ~ . .. 
. . . . " . . . . . . . 




., ,·· ..... . '
. ' 
' .. . · . 





. . . i . . - . • . . . . . .. ·, . . 
Cle.~rly· ,· .dev~1'opment~i \jork ··is needed ·.toi ·_tl\e ~ortdx·- · .' · 
11ft ... ~ ·_ . - I. . _, . . . 
0 • 
tr?-nsducer'. , ··: ~ : · ··. 
·•. , .. .-·· 
• . > 
'• 
,. • • J 
• t ' • •• ¢1 f' • • • • 
·, .. 2. 2vi fluidic 
. . 
,, ~ 
• ? I I o .. .. 
. . . . \ · . 
1 o , , f1 ,l , I o 0 
. . :A' r~;Ccn·tly deveiop~d · device. : called a~. f1uldic ~elocity 
' . 
. ., . 
.· ' . - . f . 




. . . \ ' 
t· 
t .. ·0 
.... anernomet"er .. Its ·op_eration .. ~i~ · ba_sed .on· _a t:recY un6ounde'd jet ·· 
,• t 
-· 
. _ . of .fluid ~ i.s~?ing fl;'om .a nozzle onto ~wo total head pi_ckup 
.. ' .I ' ' (>o ~ • • 
~;J ~ •·. . . . .. . ' ~ • b 
.. : ·. ports~. Any: ambient flow travelling across the jet causes· 
' ~ ~~ .. .. . ... • • • ~ • .. t :· • • • . . •. ... • • • ' ' , • ... • ( . • ' • • • • • 
'· .:/ !_ ~-> ~~. deflec~· ~ur~th~t_ the odi~f~renti~l ~-r~ssu.re ac~oss ~he. · 
· · two ·p1ckup ports· 1s changed and 1s reg1_slterod by ~ pre~sure .  





·.Y: . ,, 
h 
sensitive meter·. · T~e- w9rk1ng fiuid is the ·s.arne as ·the 




' . '., · fl.l:ho!'g ~. ·the CoriCept. is ·, very promi s ii\g, · it: . seems :;; .. · ' 
· thot:(g.h ,f_ew ·researchers are iriteres'ted in its . ~<Ytenti_al. The 
.. 'f.' . . . 
.tm•.!.y 1p:a·pef· that •cou~d be found on the subject is by Allen·, - · 
...... . . . 
. ~- . . ,. ·. 
Singhr~!id ~r:ay (f973) '::'lho· 
.. . \ ;..\,~.~~ 
.• 't · ,~· « .. 
• t ..: 
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.. ,;, 
. ' • : ' 
. > . , . 
· t -he .pickup Pc:>.r~ ._c.~nf~~ur~t-.ion. _. ·· A · ~anadian _company 1 • 
. ; 
. • ' . 
. . 
• ~ 0 ' • ' ' : ' • • • ~ • ' .;.• • ' \ D 





. . , 
~· 
' have.· a t reshoid v~loci'ty l'ess. .... than 1 cm/se~ and a spat-ial ·, -.- • . 
. . . . ·:- . . J .... .:;.:-~ . . : . . . 
. . r~~oluti~ ·. of· a few ~entlm~ter.s . .. 'since it was .designed : as 
' ,• l' · . • 
... 
estimates bf frequen~y resporise bave 
. • ~ '~· : . , o ' ... 
. .. .. a current 
been given. · is type of · trans~ucer I frequ'ency 'r·espon·se 
• • J 
. . . 
is· a ·· iuncticin o~ th~ jef v~l~cl ty, ·· jet · leJ;lgth; · o dist~nce 
: . . . " 
. bet.\tee~ pickup ports and siz~ . of pickup ~orts related · t~ 
diameter of the jet... Knowing that t_he:· probe dime'nsioris are 
. ..:.J;:;._ ... . 
. small ·and the jet veioc.ity high·, we cfi'n guess that . th~ 
• . . t' . !1. 
. .. ' \ . .. 
frequency re9ponse. will be adequate to an u·pper-:-Iimi..t of a 
0 • • • .-----·· · ~ , . _-- - - • • ~ - • - · • : • 
few hertz.· Personai corrununicati6~ . wi~h Fluidynamic De.vic.es 
_, . - il 
·.~- has indicated to .. us t~at the systems ;has perform~d 
· · · · · satisfactorily as a 
. ' 
9.urrent sensor in . the sea. Even though 
. ; much development ·and test.ing is required before .. these' 
• • • • •• · : • ; 0 • t. 
· ~ 
.sensors . a're usefui for .oceanic tu;rb.u .1ence study~ t:t:te. fluidic 
. . . . 
tran~duce~ has great p6tenti~l. 
• •. ~'l . 
' 
•· · ·' . . ) . ~V:~4-i . {apple~ . ). ~~ I ' 0 
.... 
: / . , 
I 
• J 
:'An . important class of turbulence meters·. employs the 
• r 
( Doppler shift pri.nciple .· A · radiat~d SO';rce. of energy, ' 
. . ... . 
. " ; . fqcuss~d at ~~e point ?f inter~~t~ . ~ndergoe~ a change in 
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. . 
.~req,ue~cy · upon . reflecting ~ off · .susp~nded particles.· · .The 
1,; ·\: : ~~~·:;_~ ·equation describing tl:lis p)lenomenon is . 
. . . . fo· = .. ~. ( e - . e . ) 
. . 
\ ·.. ·'>. : s . _1. ._ 
· \~here . f 0 - D9pp~er frequency 
.. • 0 • 
\ . ;_~ = wave .~eng'th of incide.nt rad.tation ... . ( 
I • 








= velocity vector of · ~article · 
' 
~ 
= uni:.t vector of scatte'red beam 
"' 
= unit vector -of incident beam . , 
~-
· .. Doppler a·~emomete~~ using l~ser·s as ~nergy ~our<;:es ... 
'\ . 
are pres~n~ly the· subjec~ of in~ensive research~ arid s~veral 
comme 




. , · . 
.· 
exist.. Of the m.any excellent paper~ . 
ariemometi:-y ,: Mellin~ arid' Whi telaw·• s work .. , 
.· 
especially useful because it gives a gooq summary 
st progress in the system's o~t:i,caydes~gn. · .. 
et ·al · (1973} has produc·ed .a d_etailed . 
. ' 
"' laser and h.ot- ,film anemometry · in · separa_ting 
. 
flows. . They conclude laser anemorqetry can 
ment~ at least as . accur~t~ a.s h~t/tilm · ·. 
frequency respons~ and ' threshold 
,. 
not·yet -been investigated. The 
. . . 
of laser anemometry-· ·i·~ the lack of 
• I 
.• 
•. <~~ .. . 






. . , 
r.:- ,..; .. . 
In 
...: . ' ·~ ... 
laboratory 'flo~s-:'\t.he emitting and receiving 
. . I 
.. 
subsystems of ·the laser · anemometer· can easily straddle a 
glass walled flume, but these subsystems are cumbersome, 
....... 
complex, delicate· and require high power and good alignment. 
. In. the l)abitat ~a, with 
~auld be a boon~use an 
heavy b~ological contamination, it . 
instrument that depends on the 
. 
particulate matter, but . there are many _ocean areas where 
the sys_tem wou~d fail bec.ause of .water clarity.· Laser 
' 
anemometers have yet to . . be used in . t.he th~e 
.. 
. difficulties. 
The u'~~ of sound ~nergy ·would seem· the logical 
alt.er.native choice tq 'circ.umvent the problems of lasers, and 
JJ a well developed ocean aco'Ustics technology has been · used 
to produce· sever~l experimen_tal acoustic Dapple~ -apemometers, 
se-nding ~nd ..,receiviJ1g tr...,ansducers a:J;"e mounted . hear t;he same 
point and the s ·ampled .area is. projected some tens pf 
. . . / 
centimeters ahead ·of the l.nstrurne·nt. P_?Jl'ie~e is, of course, 
I I> 
·no f'low 'disturb'ance, and this is one of the important · re~sons 
so ~any researchers have r~cently bee~ investigatin~ acoustic 
systems. Taira . ().;2:7 f) . eve"loped a ·thre~ dimens'ional ,system 
.... 
which he ·used to m sure the spectra of ~ve part;,icle . · ! :! 
~ . ' 
.veloGi t;i.es. . Some d;j.screpancies · between his results and 
,, 
.theory are· probably caused. by. the sam~ instrument· problems 
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.. 
-t-; : 
\ .lo.j sfgnal. to noise ratios at lo~· particle' contamination . 
" ., 
• I 
levers, a . ptobiem similarly found with laser Doppler ~eters. 
' . 
This might make low velocity fluctuations (~ 1 mm/sec) hard · 
to measure· .. · Appell and Woodwa'rd (197 3) arld f:hat calibration 
is ai~ficult because of reflection of acoustic energy from 
~ ) 
. · the basin walls. Care must b~ taken to position the u~it so 
- · that ·~ampling in its o~n wake is avoided. Nevertheless, 
optimism"prevails about the possibility of acou~tid Doppler 
. . . 
anemo~e~ers, · with . Bohlen . ~1971) citing an easily obtainable 
·· spatial resol~tion aoout '1 em, ·p. 11 high -'~ frequency resp~nse 
and ~ .5% accuracy ov~r a range ·of 
.. 
development, this will ·be .a useful 





A•variant on the laser D6ppler tech~iques ~s.· 
r:eported by Liu and Karaki · (1972). 
. ' . 
They. designed ~n optical 
system which measure&- forwar?-· scattered light from 
.. ... 
particles · in a turbulent. air · stream. _It comprises· ·a light 
source, a f ibr.e opt_ic . lead and J..ens, ano · a photomultiplier 
tube. · Concentration fluctuations i n the flui d stream c~use · 
• 
dif.ferences in the amount of · ll.ght scattered, which is then 
'-- .. 
. related to ·velocity. With a sampling volume .of approximately 
. . . 
a nun
3 a~d a f~equency re.s~on~e co~parable' to" a hot wire 
-
anemomete r ("' 30 ··khz), this · i n s t r ument could p r ove pseful · in 














The hydrodynamic aspects of ocean turbulence hav~ 
been e___xploited by lift and drag ·transducers. · Triaxia_I ·. 
l 
measurements of turbul·ence·. in the sea-air irrljeJ?.fac;:e····zone: 
. .. .. . ·r 
·· . using a sphed.cal drag pro~e were carried out by- Smith . ( 19 7 0) 
• 
and then turbulent·wind forces on Arctic ice. sheets ~ere 
~easured by Banke and Smi~h · (1973) using the sa~~ 
instrumentation. ·The- c ·ancept was so- successful that Earle 
i 
et al (1970) .m9dified it for. use .in .the oceans. Their 
t'ransdu~er is a spher€> about 7 em. in diameter, whlj_ch ·is 
fixed ri~idly to a probe holder. A. sl.ig;t'lt·l~i larger sphere 
.' is ~ounted aro~nd' thi~ first sphe'f;, - and ' between the two . ' 
. i' . . . . ·. 
ar.e c~mpr~ssed sp.onge rubber ~-~p~orts. Tlie ·rubber pro.vides 
~-, , . 
a restoring force so that the .displacement of the outer 
·. . . . .· - . . . ,. 
sphere with respect 'to the inner one. is proporttonal . to the 
. . , 
force' appli'ed to ·the. outer". sphe.re. 
. . 
·Three small,· mutually 
p,erpendicular ·ferrite discs · are . mounted. on · th~ inner . side of · 
. . . 
the outer sphere and their'impedance relative to sensi~g 
' . .- . 
· coils ·on the inner sphe~e ·is a \rieasure of the displacement 
. ' . . . \ 
from hydrodynamic · dra·g forces. ; Spatial resoiution is a 
... ' I 
relatively-large'? or a· em, ~nd the frequency response i~ 
3db down at_ 4,0 hz ~ Calibr"ations ~f the instrument were pe~- · 
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u . 
repc:>rt ':has' yet appeared on the use of t~is. interesting 
. . 
transducer 'in the sea, w_hich s!lggests thaf:: · it - i~ probably 
' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' I 
still very . experimenta~. 
' ·.· ( ' Sidden (1971) des_cribed a hydrodyna:m~c lift -~pbe 
' ... . : . 
' r . l 
< • • 
' : '"'· 
. ' } : ,. . -·' . . 
capable of measuring ' turbulenc-e, and Sidden . and· Osborne·· 
. . . .. -: . . . ·:.~:~ ~~-.· ~~ : . 
(1973) reported its u·se ·. in a 'freely falling .,.instr\)ment 
. . . . ~ .. . . . •' ' 
' f • . ( • : \ • • ~ ..., • 
package delineating .the small scale ve~ocity ·fielO.; _in the 
· ' 
. ' . ~ . 
sea . . The tec.hnique ' employs a. ·tiny axi-symrne,tric· ·side_ £orce ,.... 
sensor wbich is exposed .to an oncoming flow directed . al6f1g 
'th'e probe axis. .A modulating s ·ide force is in1pressed on 
the device as it penetra~es. the transverse v~ioci ty field. 
'The fo':r:ce is t~en . detected by .makiri~ the probe no's.e p;i.ece 
of a moderate~y .f~exible substance •'in wh~ch is embedded a· 
·_piezoceramic bimorph beam: like those used · a~ . phonogr.ap~ 
. 
. !') ' 
~ .. 
' .. ~. 
· ~ . 
. ... ·.·  
•.l 
. ·: . 
' 
pickups. . Two components of turbulence. c~n · be measured, ·with · · 
., .. 
a- spatial ' resolution carourid 2 em, a ~ower frequency limit 
abpu-&- • OS hz, and an up·p~r frequ_ency limit of abc>l~t 16 hz ~ 
Thls '·lift probe could become · ~n .important turbulen~e · inst-· 
. . . ~ . . . . . .· . . .· .. · ... . . . .. 
: rument -bec!aus,e th~ · response seems well under~tood '· tlte · 
device :Ls \ai~ly. ~ugged and pla~kt.on . cfn-ta~in~tion. does not 
. . . 
. affect it. 
' J' I 
. ' l ' 7 .. 
i . 
. : ' 
-
-, -·, . ~ .' 
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2. 2x pressure · 
Kostiuk :et al ( 197'1} have desigl"!_ed: a pres!}}lre 
. . . . . 
. transducer for. use .in turbulent boundary layers . . A stress 
sensitive · transistor is coupled' to a diaphra-gm which is 
C , • 1 r ' ' 
deflected by turbulent forces. It measures one component 
of turbulent p~essure to a f~equency about 50 hz with a ~ 
spatiai resolutiori about 5 em. Al th9ugh not useful fqr , . 
the type of . exper~ment env'isa'ged .in our work this ~ would be 
. ~ . . 
a useful device ·foi investigating ~urbulen~ . fo~c~s on 
stru.cture~. · 
. 
2. 2xi ···. sa-linity 
) 
Ins~rumentafio~ for··fine s~lini~x :and t~mper~tu~e 
., • Q . ~ • It : 
. . . 
structure il} the oceans .··is. .·much le'Ss· developed: than for · 
D 
velocity. The disparity is~ ~ostly because t~ere has be~n · 
less . ,interest from ci' ~urbule'~ce point' of view in the . 
•' 
temperature and ~·a:u:.~.j.ty s .truct~r~ ·, but also. par~ly becau·se 
. salinity · an~ temp'era:t ·ure' cut .off le~gths ·are much smaller. 
• • , ~ , ' I • 
A probe capable of resolving the finest sal~nity 'fluctuations 
. I . ' . , . 
. h~_s.:Y~t . to appe~r, · although Gregg . and Cox ( 197.1) .have 
. c 
.developed. a · transducer wH:.h, a resolution almost a centimeter. 
·Salinity prob~~ a~l rely 6n a pa£i of electrod~~ that sense 
. ~ctrical conductivity. 
' I 








•• . . . 
1' . 
.,; 
. 2,7: ,;_ 
,· 
2 .'2xii temperature 
( 
-. T~mpera'ture . fluctuations·, ~an ,be su~cessf~1ly · 
. . 
res~lved using fine t::liermistor beads. . aowrnan and Sagar 
,. 
(1971) · mounted . thermistors in g_l.ass-capillary ·tubing .and 
~ . 
... ... 
· towed .the i!lstrument at sea. ·. Gre<lJ et., al (~972) report 
" .. .... :"" 
· t~eir ~se of· thermi~tors in a freely falling probe . . T!'tey . 
are inexpensive ·enough to usl= J.n qpantity and Fow1is (1970) 
'has const~ucted:·. a ~rid· o{ 'these 'beads . f~r detailed exam-
. . ,: 
ination of laboratp_ry_ fl~ws, examing Velocities s.j.multaneously 
at many points. .Ty;cal. respo:se ti~~s ar~ around ·~o_ m~, . 
temp~rqtur·e 'resolutions 5 X 10 ·4 -~C and . . spatial resolutions 
Q ~ em. Fouling .can _occur, · ~ithough. ·it d~es O:ot seem to be a 
... . . . 
serious ·· problem •. These . transducers are · not directionally 
sensitive. 
·. 
i. 2xiii ·heated sensors 
... 
. . . 
·l 
, . . 
Thermistors are members of a large cla.s~ · of tran·s-
~ ·-~· 
· ducers ca1..led heated sensors. The heated · s~nsor is a .l;.ow 
~ .. 
' .. 
res.is.tance metal .wire or deposited film (cov~~ed with a · ~ 
i_nsulating quartz f~l.m) th,~t:- f<;>~ws one leg of a Wheatstone 
. ' 
Bridge . When - f 'low fluctuations. remove heat from the probe I 
. . ~ 
. I 
--. power is supplied by the . eleqtronics' to (ollow or counteract 
.the change depending· on wijether the system ·is made. sensi ti~ve 
. . . 
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.· 
He a ted sensors · l:lave .enjoyed .il long pre-eminence. in 
· air. turbu·lence as the only dev~ce ·capable of high frequ~ncy 
. ' ' / ·. 
r~sponse a~~ ~mal~ · spatial resolu~io'n.. . Their characteri&tic~:r 
have,· ~been exhaustiv~ly researched over several decades and 
' at least three·. established c<;>mpanies make c_omplete systems -. 
. . ·with the recent interest i 'n the ·seas, it is logi_cal thpt · 
. .. 
. . , ma-D-Y efforts · h'ave been made to .apply· h~at.ed sensors to the_ 
. . ' 
marine environment . 
. 
The· results have been mixed, and at· · 
, . . . . 
'best the succes~ in ·ocean .experimen.ts 'm.ust be . c .arefully 
- ' 
qua·lifie9. ·. continued difficulties w.~th hot f:L l m equipment;: . · .. . 
I 
1 
, , , I 
indic~te the s~nsors may ' be .fundamentally uns'ui ted -to ocean 
. : - . . . 
research. 
4 ..3 .. 
However, until ·the p~esent time alternative 
·" . . ' ·. . 
. J.ns.trurnent·atJ.on was not available. 
<. 
• 
. , . 
. •, 
. ,j:. / · 
.. 
/ 
· - .~· .. \ 
,. 
... : ' 
, · 
,• · 
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3~ HOT-FILM ANEMOMETRY 
,. 
' 
: · Only two inst,rument. systems were well enough .. 
developed, robust and sensitive enough ,to s·atisfy our 
:criteria. The electromagnetic meter initially . seemed 
' . 
superior to heated sensors because it was so·much moir'e 
rug.ged, but its failure to respond to the tu'rbulence without 
generating electrical noise, and its ·rapid failure to 
', ' . ' , . . . 
·> 
·operate caused us to use heated senso'rs·~ ._: From · the Severa~ ·~ 
'' ' -~~~=-----
" 
.... '. d_,_ ___ ..---
• manufacturers of these systems we chose · ~quipment · made by 
DISA. DISA .qffered the .most comple~e .range of instruments 
~~ b.a~kup services· ~nd · has. fourtd widespread acceptanc~ . iri 
-laboratory research. Consideration was· also given to Thermo-
Systems, who offer as much · exper~~nce in marine use, and 
choice of their eq~ipm.ento may. have been equally worthwhi-le. ( . 
..r; 
Because the principle of ··operation · depend·s on the 
· c ·ooling . action of a flow over a heated resistance element in 
:~ Wheatstone ·bridge,,anemo,meters m~y b.e. made sensitive to 
velocity or temperature fluctuations simply by front panel 
rearra~geJr\ents to the bridge. In the ~elocity mea.suring 
.. 
mode, .the schemat.ic of the el~.ctronic circutr~ is f!.S · sho~n . 
·in Figu·re 1. The variablE;! resistance,' called . the overheat 
. 
control,· in one arm of the bridge causes an unbalance which 
,j1 • · 
.. 
















control "system to feed current· back into . the . brid'ge," h~atlng 
. . 
the probe. When the probe experiences heat loss _to th~ 
flu~d', itp resistance chatlges a~d the r~sulting u~balance 
caus'es the feedback loop to. increase. th~' br id?e current' . 
. . 
maintaining constant probe temperature. The transducer "s· 
behaviour is analyzed using the well known relationship· 
.. .r" - . 
\ . ' . ' \ ' 
Q. = A . + B ( 
'developed. :bY : ~i~g (1914), where · 
Q· is heat transferred· from ·probe. to ·flu i d -· 
U is fluid veloc:i ty . 
T is probe ternpera·ture . 
Tfis · f:tuid ternperatu:re 
J.i's .fluid density 
A' • 
I 
\ , . . 
. A and' ·B ar~ constants _depending on probe d"irnensions 
and fluid heat ~capaei,ty and conductivity. 
Heat ·l .oss. Q ·is related · to bridge vo;t.tage and ,current. 
by :Q = volts x amps. -_ 
. (Note _ that fluid densi.ty .. effects are neglected as , 
. . · . . . .· . . · ~-" 
.they are of . second . order.) 
j . 
The ability of the ·anemometer to .measure eitber 
t .ern.perature or -velqcity is basically due to the output . voltage 
J .y ~~ · ...., 
e being a . 'function of temperature'S and ve'locity •··u .at. the ·same 
' . 
. time: 









' ' ,. 
._ 
', . ' 
- · 31 · -
where S·e = ,-f l (T' - T f) = temperature sensitivity of the probe 
S ::: £ 2 (T U . Tf) = vel.ocity . sensitivity of the probe 
·such that the unwat:l~ed sensitivity, S · or .Se ,qan be.' rnd..nimized· 
U . . , ~. * • ... 
·· ·at. wifl. For the yelocity .cont'iguration, temperature in:_:. .. ,· 
t'luences can be minimized 'in two ways. · · One is to nuJ,.lify· 
.·· the _. !'!~fects of temperature fluctuations with a compensa:ting 
· prp~g- · conn~cted to · the opposite a:r:m of the bridge afid exp'osed 
"• I • ' ~ • ! ' • • 
. , 
· to the same flow: 
" ' thi;:,6~mpensa ting 
·. ·, 
Unfortunately, the fr~q~ency re~pon~e ·of 
. . . 
. . ~ . " . . . -
iS ·-Jimi_~ed ' tC? . abOUt , 10.0 hz 1 ' al)d t 'he . probe 
. · .. is . nb~ readily · availab.le · fr~m DISA. The s~cond way is ~to 
. \ I' ' . 
op.erate . at a lar.ge overheat · that ···is , . ~JS-e T .- Tf large. : . · · 
. 
HoweV:~r·, the incr·ease.d · therJilal stress, red'Uces the probe' ii' 
' . . . _ __..... ' ' 
. ~ 
· life and may cause· errors from autoconvection as ,found by 
\ . 
~ . ~ 
Fre:t and MoN~lly (197 3) _.. A large overheat also mak~s 
.·~,..: .. . 
" __ •. :calibratio~~~ifficul t. bec~us~ th~ increa~ed peat output '· 
results in formation of bubbles on the probe . ·usually, one · 
. ,.. .. 
~ .. sets'16th~ overh.eat at the highest'··,ratio before bubb,l.i~g 
-
occurs, and· i gnores 't~e mi nimal tet:nperature ~ensitivity.' 
·, 
A rnoqified bridge is . illustEated in Figure 2 for 
~ ' ~ ;. ~ . ' 
temperature· measurements. Velocity s~~it.ivity · is ke;pt to 
. . -·· ~ 
'·-
.a mini.mum .by allowing t he -:f::.ilm 'temperature to follow the 
flu~d temperature t that is 1 DY Operating t 'he · probe .'at a ' Very 
. , . 
. ,. , : 
~· 
f • 















I . , 
' \- . 
low overheat level· wi t ·h constant current applied · to the 
0 0 
_bridge. · The changes in probe .· resistan~e then ·correspond to / 
I ' ' 
.. ·temperature. fluctuations . Since· some power is ~issip~ted ·in 
.. • J • 
· · the operation, there is ~a slight vel<;>city St![lSitivity, which 
i . J I . 
. -4 ' . . .. -
Chappell and Moi .. lliet ( 1964) found .. to be about 10 oc;c~/seC". · 
t'' 'j : 1. 
, 
Some theoretical · l.j.mi tations to heated senso~s are .. 
. I 
described by Hinze (1959) • . Probably_ the · rnqst "serious of " . 




fx:tensity ' turbulet:tCe 1 and for WireS 1 not f,ilm~~~~- --~----
COmpletely di~fE?_reqt _snape::-------:- --------- --"--; -- -
. of low 
' o-- -- - ·· 
..... .. ~ -
. ' 
theoretical : relati-onship-s . · · - ~~--.
. .· . ~-----j:j·--:-·- ' 
compromised., it ).s difficult to place es9_mates- on the'. · 
. With the validi t~ of the 
.: 
_____:_--.-----:------:-:-~~ -. \1 
___ _:..._-1~--:--.::::e.:r::r..:::o:.::r::..:s~.:!-----~F~o-~turbulence intensities less th~n .: 1, - ~~ is _ 
"- tacitly . assumed no appre~iab·~-~-: .. : .::.:r.9r-s··· are - ~
-- -- · 
~·(.1973) . recorded turbul.en:cit~ng hot film ,tl 
: equipm~nt; ... in .. · t~k-~ .... ~~-tari~ up- to . 7 - ~hicl~ is not ~m unusual 
__  . __ .... , ... 
figure in water. Although his data seem r _easonable in . 
. 
• 0 • : 
:comparison with others ·, in ''a. -.it,rict ·sense it is uncertain, 
• • •• 0 ~ • • 
and his various data runs an{only self, consistent . 
. ·:, ... . ·" 
.< 
. . . .. 
: ., ...., . 
, 'I - , • • 
Asi.de f·iom the obvious : theoretical difficulties, . heated 
' • ... • , • ill • • • • " 
sensors. are fuore severely limited ~y physicAl consideration~ . . 
• . .. · I 
0 ' .. 
,I 
I, 
P. ~. • 0 
.. .... . 
· .. 
Q' 
• • <$ 
~ , '• ,a , 























· · ·· Hot- wires·,.· e}llpioy-~d so successftllly in ciir. ~:r:e ~ c~mpletely. ·. · · 
. . . . ( ' . . . . \ 
.. · .. . ' urisuited f~r .o~eaplo.ik . beca.use . of · fragilit~ ~nd 
t " , • t , •, .' . '•' : . I ~ : 1)1 . I • . , . ' , • ~ • , 
susceptibili-ty to_ contarnlnatiol). Al thcn.igh Kolesnikov ·et al 
. . 
• - 0 • :. • • 
' ... . -~... •' :-(~95~} ·claim_ success in measu~ing -turbuleni stresses undei 
. . ., . . 
. Arctic ·ice with . a hot wire 
• 0 • 
.,: . I . 
and their res~~ts · have not 
probe.,_ tlieir · report :is ambi.gu~~s :· · 
• ,' . ' f] 
been .ciupliC?ated". outside -. t.~·e USSR! 
. ·. I . ( . : 
Film probes of. either conical or' wedge' tlp confi.gur~~ion ~rF 
more rugged and wm ~~ed'farttculate , ma:ter b~'~.,.~· Gr'!n\ •. : 
et · al ·(l9G2.)·, · and· Resch4970) found con1.cal prob~o be ·; o · • 
. . 
. ~ . . 
1'\ . 
. I 
·· . J :~ 






I 1• .. 
, . 
.. ·· , .. ::.- . 
fouling a9,put everY. 15 minutes. 
$itu probe wa§her. ,. 
. 
)_ \ 
His solution was an !in 
. \ - ~ 
~~ ' · 
-~- . 
' p 
. . . 
' ', 
very lpw, overheat ratios. Water contamin~ted w~th micros6opic 
, . . -
detritus increa-~es the risk a·f bubbltJ1g by providing abundan~,-
~~cle~tion sites, and .highly aer~ted and 
~ ', . . - : 
wa~r contains large amoun·ts o:Th di·sol-yed ' gas which enqanc_e.s · 
..· 
'bubbli-ng. · The • whole probTein. is furtl1er 1 cornpo'unded , at lo~ · 
_. . 
. ~ - . 
velocities-when hydrodyn~rnic·drag on the bubbles is · small and 
' . . ' . . 
' 
they are .not -swept away. Fortunately., at : dept~ ·, under a • oll ~ ' .. • 0 • • . • ' •• . t ' .· ~ . • . 
• • .P .", · · l:le~~o_f ~al'l~l rn~ters . of, s~a· w·ater~ increased pre ssure will ' 1 
. 0 
,., . . . ; . 
·' .... . 
_.,. inhibit bubl::.ile. f'ormat.i9~. -· 
. . 
" ! - , . 
•. 
.. .. 
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,_Aside· fr()m. bubbling·, Frey and McNally (1973) 
., ' I 
. . 
noticed · caiibration. <3:rift so ~-ev~fe under nor~al op.era_tin~ · 
c6nditic;ms that · calibratio~ ·bec'a·me. a·nec~'ssity'· . imrnediately 
' . \ . l ' ~ \ . . . .;:1' •. ' 
· before an~~ aft~,r-_ each exper ime~_,f·"(- . They ' also ~found_ tha.t 
. - ' ' . . . : . 
. ~heir coni~a-~ -~fobes ',we~e not a-b ~ali directionatly sens·i~ive, 
. . , ' , , ' • I ' I 
in. fact a hi3her .outpu·t vaTtage .was obtained with the 
' . 
., 
probes· per~endicular to t~e fl'pw. r _ather than -in line with 
·it. Their transducers. f ;c:t_iie9. ~t random time_s!J anywhere 
' . . i ,, . . . ' 
betw~~n ~ 'few seconds of operation and 20 hours, with t~e 
• b • IJ • -
. ' 
only,lndic~tions of impending failure being an i~crease in 
:cold re~istp.nce and increasing c~libration drift. Many 
laboratory researcpers, such as M~rrow and Kline (1971) have 
to use fll tered and deionizea water · to · increase the· - . 
. . 
r~liability :of their se~so~s. Ruggednes~ is relative;,hot 
, . ' • 
film prqbes are still extremely ·delicate . 
. Considerin~ all th~se difficu!tiei, it . i~ ~urpri~ing 
'that so'me excellent· ~tu~i~s using ~ilm probes have arisen. 
' · 
Resch (~970) studied th~ ·r~sponse of cone and wedge prob~s 
in an elaborate. testing ~pp:a~atus and found his · rneas·urements· 
accurate an~ ~epeatable. He P:r:.oposed a_ .?eat transfer 
1 
. • r . . . 
equation for .. conidll~ probes and 'investigated correction' 
: 
. factors to ·r .. educe calibration drift. . ' Unfortunately, the 
' ' 
correcti~n~ seem too awkward to a~ply (in field use~ There ·-
,. 
. .. 
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... . . ' ' . ' .~ . ' ' .. ' .ar~~also the .very· successful field studies :t:nentioned before 
. . . ' ' . ' . 
. ' I ... . . 
·. by Gran.t:· et al (1~68), Nasiny.th (1970) and ·Gibson, Vega· and 
.. . ..r- . •', 
·williams (i97.3) whe.re' hGt .fiim probes per.formed well in 
. . '.,/ . ,. . ·. . . 
difficult. towing cdndi.tions. As 'Gibson et. al . conclude, 
. :-..·.. . ' •' 
!'The sit"rl-ation · i .s lik.e .. comparil\,g . democr~cy ·to.· other .. forms 
I 
. 
\ :·of goyernment; h.ot film 
• 
probes are the worst possible sensors 
fo·r oceanic ~ turbulence, '· except ·for all otpers that have·heen 
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. 4. THE INSTRUMENT SYSTEM· 
•' 
._, 
- ., . .'•: ·- . ' 
I-nstruments 
,.,w..~ 
In the stud¥ described in this report a OfSA 55001 
-· . . •- . I . 
-~~rno~eter and' S5D25 _Aux_iliary U~it with quart~ c'oat~d 
55R42 ~onical'hot-f~lrn probes wer~ used~ plu~ ~6 ~ISA 
5SD05 ~.ttery-powered anemometers· with quartz coated 55A801 
· wedge prob"es, · so that a 3..:.cornponent system became possible .. 
The battery powerea anemometers were scaled down . .versions 
. . . 
of the 55001 anemometer, and. lack.ed many of' the 5-5001 t s' 
. . 
features. We hoped to discover if the battery anem6meters 
. \ . 
· would be suitable for our use in the rnarine~environment) and 
. . . . 
' • ol • • 
at the ·,same time make · subst.antial fi-riancia·l savings ·in . the .. 
costs of ins.trunients. It was decided ·to take v~locity measure:... . 
~ents only, and not to do autom~ic temperature compensation 
. . . . '
becaus_e 'the ' _spe~ial probe, for this purpose was not available. 
, 
To ·monitor any large and slow temperature fluctuations ·that 




All this equipment, plu~ osci)..loscope, digital volt _. , 
' meter and miscellaneous ··support instruments wer.e· locate~ 
. . . \ , " 
·. ·inside. t~e underwater habitat;. · Data recording· was priginally . 
. ,)' . .. ' . -
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supp_ort ·station,· part1y because of the bother of u~ing 
the· iftstrume~t .iransfer ' cap~ule and~boat every time· data 
. . . 
·: was taken. The calib~ation .device w~s also designed for use 
in the habitat- so that calib~ations could be ·carrLed . out 
immediately before and after each · experimen~ if 'necessary. 
Data is transmitted to _the shore support station and recorded 
in analogue form on a Lyrec FM tape recorder. This 
analogue record w·as later digitized on a·~DP, 12 compute-r 
and analyzed using .an IBM 37{) .computer. -~ 
, 
., 
~ \ . 
4 ·. 2 Probe Housings 
,. . 
The first few dives 'in?,de with th~ DISA · system erided 
wi tn the ·-~robe .c;..onne. 
t'n these ini t 'ial 
' connections were 
. ' 
.Repeated failures 
mounting, protec ion and 
(t 
· leaking or the probes breaking. 
. . 
with wedg~ probes, the ~lec~rical • 
ofed with~silicon sealant and the 
lexigla~ cap or a plastic -tube: : 
.._/ . 
. to'i\. rather c:;.l~borate - solution 
water~ro~fing. One desigr was 
for 
made for wedge probes and another for conical probes. 
Bas-ically, ·both are hollow brass cylinders - which contain · the 
electrical connections; . with watertight elements on each end 
~~a'ling: around .. the cables and ~~ro.bes • A sliding sheath fits 
r ' . 
arc;>und the cylinder and locks in pl'ace over the probe to 
.. protect it .when not in use. In Figure · 3, which is a general 








...... ': .. 
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view ~f the .conical· probe hpusin~, the sleeve is ·slid back . 
s6 ~hat measurements can be taken. A mbuntipg bracket ·then 
' . . . 
c·l~ps on-t:o the cyliride'r .behind t~e sliding sle~v~. A 
-
cutaway view o'f the wedge probe housing. is depicted iri 
Figure 4, and the sealing 
and the · 0 ring nut can be 
elem~~ . calle~ _the silicon 
seen., The 0 ring nut is -a 
nut 
conventioDal ~ype seal, with the 6 ring bei~g squ~~~ed by 
( . . . 
. the screwing action. ' Silicon nut refers t'o t{le seal ~sed ori 
l· 
the. coaxial cable. The cable passes through the ·nut _ and · .. - . . 
through a cone shaped ·element in the 0 ring nut. · The spac~ 
between the cone and the cabli is f~lled with silicon sealaht; 
. ' . ' .. 
..... . . 
Which 1 When Set 1 iS compressed · by the "piStOn II On th~ .· . 
siliqo~ nut. .... . ·
. 
This type of 'seal was chos·en because of the :· il:;regular 
• J• . • 
nature of the surface of the coaxial -cable which might hav~ 
caused an 0 rihg seal . leak • . Iri th~ case of the · c~nical 
·probe, an o ring could not easily: be -obtained to fit fne 
, 
. . • ' 
small 3mm . diameter· of the coa~ial cable that was mdtllded to 
the probe. Commercial waterproof ctpnectors would not .fit q, . . 
• • ~ ..J& 
this small size, .nor could they adapt to the special 
. ~ 
mounting c;onfiguration of the we dge pr'obe.· 
. ' 
~ 
. ., ... ..... 




' · Th~ probe . housings are then mounted 'in .t~ · 
triaxial bracket that the diver i~ adjusting in ·Figure 5. 
' ~ The bracke~ in . turn clamps to an ~hstrument tower wnich has 
·adjustable legs _for . uneven terrain, and one diver can move 
-. 
the whole ·assembly abou~. The photograph in· Figure 6, · ' · 
· .... · · although d .istorted' by a wide ·angle · lens, shows the ease and 
d • precis~on with which the experimenter can. monitor and set · 
. I 
up t_h.e apparatus. 
. ' "o· 
4.3 Habitat 
·:. · 
'!'he und.erwater qabitat LORA 1 is located in· a ·$mall 
ba)' _· off the North Atlantic near St. John·· s, · NewfouR.,d.J,a·na, · 
. ' . . ..~ .... J .... -__ , ... 
some 200 meters from sh~e in 12 meters depth _of water . The 
'.·-.. . 
. . . 
sea ·temperature hov~rs around·-1.8°C for severpl months 
. . 
. . \ 0 . 
and· . ~ever goes ab?,ve 13 . C. In late winter and spring sevJ~re 
,' • • ·' \ ' I 
· jammed Arctic pack_ ice may cover the site for · thre·e .or 
· four months and depending on ~he season and- storm ~-o~ditions_ , 
·visibility ranges from 5 to 40 meters. The design wave i~ 
. . - . '
about 5 me~ers and ther~oclines _ may oc~asion~l~y b~ observed 
in 'the v~cinity; Detailed descriptions _of the habit~t and . 
, ., • t 
· its surroundings are given by ·English (-1973) and . En9'~ish an'd 
< • 
Dempster (1973) -. 
-
. . . 
') · 
,, . 
If ·· -: 
'. 







~n umbilical carrying air1 power and COmml:!-nications. 
stretches between LORA 1 and the shore support station, t;he 
qp~rati'ins .base. Origil)ally., the umbilical als~ served as 
the data link to the ' tape . recorder in the shore station, but 
., there was too much 60 cycle ·nois~ generated by . the p~wer 
cable, so three separate coaxial cables.were lai4 nearby to · 
. ~ . ( . . . . \ . 
be us~d for data transmission. Normally, divers swim; from 
. . . ·:... 
the shore support stat1on to the habitat, but when eq~ipment 
transfers are to be made,. they·motor.to the site - in an 
inflatable rubber boat kept nearby. .Tl)e. equipment is packed 
.. . .. . 
in · a steeL-housing and winc·h'Ef~ d~wn from the boat 'as shown ··. 
· in Fiture ? ., . 
. ,.' . 
·. 
Since. LORA l -iS-at ambient pressure, the divers enter· 
via an open·~ater hatch on .the underside. ·Figure 8 gives . 
a general PJ.ltside view of LORA 1, · and the hatch · 'is evident 
. to the rightii in Figure· 9. _An average relative humi~i ty of 
~·\ . . 
,J.l . 0 . . . . . . . 
60% and tem~erature o~ 22 c ·make for a fairly comfortable 
shirtsleeve environment, a~~hough large swells passing . 
· overhead can cause annoying pressure changes. Five hours 
' ' o ' I • ' 
of work 'per day was the limi_t ailowed for this research to 
'·' 
avoid ~he need for . decompr~ssio~; although extra support 
equipf!lent qnd tJ:le complete toilet, k_itc·hen -and . sleeping· 
' fa'cilities ' present. do a'llow. much longer stays for sp~cial 
· activ.ities. A~ter two years of continuous use, the habitat 
--
. \ 
-- ·-- -- ~ 
. . 










system runs smoothly and despite th~ fact that LORA 1 was 
~ ' · / ! "" ·--~ .,. _~~ ' \ ~ 
constrycted at a very low .c:ost (the hull was origina~ly Cl 
....t ' . I " ,,,...,. .. - -I 
fish di~~stor tank} the ~acilities are safe~ reli~ble and 
. "' 
'flexible. I • . • . • • ';. ·Once d1vers ·are oh · s1te, they usual\ly switch 
, <J \, 
to habitat supplied air syste~s, or hookahs. The '- diver in 
.. " 
. \ 
Figure 10 who is .inj"ecting dye to :delin~a~e the turbulen~ 
structure is wearing a Unisuit _ wh~,ch· is clry ana has 
adjustable buoy.aricy. The next· ·two shots in·· the :·se-~ies ~ 
. . 
Figures r1 and 12, show a typic'al '_dye spread, .with an -:end. 
' · .. 
. ~iew of the ' habitat seen in the background. j In the .summer I 
divers may wear wet suits ~nd leave their mittens off, but 
. ' . 
for ·most of the y~ar the . extremE~ .. c'old means; a full Unisuit 
-
is desired, especially when the. sort · of weather shown in 
Figure 13 descends. 
4.4 9alibration -
·several different ~chemes are avaJlable frir calibration . . 
The optimum design for our purposes was a relatively ~ -
inexpe~s1ve one, capable of being m~unted in the habitat ~d 
that t=alibration could pe done immedi<;tteiy before and afte r ··. 
, ~ 
·each expeiim~~t. ·we chose a r~tating tank from all the . 
I . 
.. 
possibil i ties outlined in Appen~x 3. A variable speed . DC 
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'42 . -
.. . 
.. ........ ·. 
gear~otor rotates a circ~lar tank tilied ·with w~~r, ·as 
. ,· 
I . 
Fi~~r~ l4 illus~rates~ , .. . . When ' tne water . rotates as a ·solid 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
\ I • • 
. ' : ' 
. ' . Difficultie~ with - electrica~ grouhds plagued th~ 
. ' 
' , ... . .•.. ,. 
experiments .from ·the beg_inning, and mahy unanticipa~ed 
. , - ., ~ 
· ~prob-lems w{tli the inst'r.ume~ts ·aro.se from operating within 
an- electrically conducting med;ium like seawater. · It,' was 
necessary to bypass .the origirial d~ta transmission · cabl~s · 
by -layi:ng separate co~xial ca}?le ·s in " an · ~ttempt to reduce 
60 cycle ·noise pickup from the power line. · ... Thi1s opera'!:ion 
~as only par tly successful b ecause it was found th~t most 
. ' 
of the electrical noise .came from a .ground loop between the 
habitat arid . ~ho~e suep6rt station~ The grourid ld6p was 
then eliminated by floating all the instruments in . the 
shore supp~~ stat~on and grounding them at the habitat . 
Nevertheless ·, : occasional volt~ge· di-fferences .seemed to 
.. . 
builq 'tP . i~· a random .way between the habitat and sho~e .• 
" 
. . 
support st~lion. Twice the val tage build up was ~anif,ested 
,..,_, 
.· 
by mi~d s·h~c.ks. to the shor e support . and an---· . · 
' ·:-:- . , : . - \, . . 
instrum~nt blew a -fuse . on the first It is 
. ·. ~ . - ' ·, 
. .;. • . f 
not fe~t t his e l ectrica l proble m qisrupted the experi~ents 
once UJ1.der~y. 
~ ' 
' ... . 
,. 
The batte ry powered anemometers ·had s e parate 
. . 
electrical problems_ of the ir <;>wn : They 
when _. used with conical probes, but were 
"' 
' ·-
f~_n:ctioned properly.·· r . 
highly erratic with l 
?· 
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.  
. . . 
. ~~dge probes. ~he~d1{ficulty was·associated ~ither with 
the ~ro~sno~tin~ ~l~ct.i"ic~ll; to~ s~awater> giround across 
. . ' 
r • . 
the ~uartz insulating film at th~tip; ~r through the brass 
~robe housing . . Insulating the probe~s·metal parts from · 
the housing showed that · t.he anemometer would function, but 
only at a r~duc~d· output voltage. 
.. •. ·~ ·<.-': ,• .... 
.. 
. .  ~- 0: 
Several c~mplete~ei~~ilmen~s measuring turbulence in 
,• 
... 
. three dimensions were· recorded and digitized to 'dev~lop ae 
.-
.. 
. system be for'~ any calibrations were done. .our~ng cal-ibrat~on 
.......... 
it became apparent ' that the batt~ry ' powered anemometers 
. . . e . . 
·· · w.er~ fundaTentally unsu'i ted· to the · work. Whethe.r: on 
batteries or on a DC power source, · the anemom~ter~ would n~t · · 
supply ' enough ' powei:- to mat'ch the cooling of . the flow on the 
' ' 0 ' 
' . 
r ' . · 
probe ·at the velocity· ra~ge in-which we had · to work. Continued 
. . . . ' 
proble~s . wit~ grounding were e~p~rienced and fhe · bitter~ 
. anemometers drifted badly~ · Finally, one anem~meter' began 
~ ' . ·~ . 
to generate a noise lev~l 10 times what i _t wa_s befor.e, · ~ . 
both were set aside and it was decided to cont~~ue . with the 
- . 
ssool ' 'anemometer only. 
.. \ 
In 'calibrating th~ -hot film transducers, 1.t was '· 
• ~ ' t 
' 
:·noticed that it was more diffic~lt to obtain accurate 
. ·· .;f~·~dings with the ·wedge probes than with .the conica\._probes • 
. ;
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.. 
~ ·The wedge probes ~ended to display · a "hysteresis 
, · 
effect" drawn i .n Figure 15 -~ Voltage _readings while· ·the 
. 
· .• t water ve,loci ty . was stepwise increased tended to -be 
.. • 
. 
. . . 
substantia~ly higher th.an vo~tage readi_ngs taken at· the 
. . . 
same veloc'i_ties when the water velocity was stepwipe 
dec·reased . . No extensive m~asu:r:ements of the. phenomenon 
were taken as it so·on became apparent that . if the rota.tirig 
. ' ' . 
tank flow were allowed to stabilize f .or about · twenty minutes 
.. ·the . wed-ge probes gave repeatable meastirem~nts. .irhis would 
l-ead one to think that the caus·e was in some prop~rty_ of 
• I • ~ . 
the flow, except that simultaneous measurements with the 
~ ' 
cohical probe never ga~e evidence of such _behaviour. 
Certainly, small second order currents could be set up in 
. . . 
the fluid before it reached steady state, and the wedge probe, 
- . . ' ,, 
being more difectionally sensitive than the . conical probe ~ ;. 
dopldJ regist~r . the se~~nd ·order ~-ffect. . This seems not to 
. .,. ... 
be the case, though; because dye inj eE~e·d into the flow 
• Q .. ' 
. 
'indicated only simple radial and verticai velocity gradients 




dye work wa's performed t 'o completely 1:ple out second order 
\. "' · 
. ... . • 0 
. transient current~, ,but it seeJils more fikely. the "hysteresis" 
. . -
.. 'effe_ct was controlled by mechani·cal vibration of. the tank. 
. . 
.: 
·At: higher rotational speeds, the· gea,ring sys~em imparted large 
amou.nts of vibration to the f low,_ which was clearly seen as· 
< · , • 
--- . . - - ~---- ----····- ··-- ~--
- . 
. 
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• <. 
t < . 0 , 
~ 
1 
tiny concentric ripples on the surface. · :A·t . tll'~, polnt. where. 
·v.i,bration began to increase rapidLy, .the. probe' voltages .. . 
I • 1,) 
would level off or iome~icies d~creas~ .5-10%. 'pe~haps : the : 
• . • . . • • • . • : 0 •• • 
.' • • - • • • J • 
vibra:tion--.dnanged the 'boundary layer fiow over the wedge . 
' .. .t. ~~) . • . 
. I . . 
I -
probe· .. T!'tif respox:se is ·puzzling, es.pec~ally since ' it seems 
,.. \ . . 
not .to h 'ave -been reported in the ~iterat'ure. 
·" 
.\. 
l , j:' ASid~ from ~he "hySteres~s" p_rbblein:, wed~e . ~;obes 
w~.fe .. generally difficu·lt t~ handle durin~ · calibratfon · as it · ·· 
(.1' ! . . • e , : ,., • . ' ' • 
[ . . . . 
w?s necessary to dismantle · the prob.e ho~sing; clean the · • · " · 
. \. \ ' 
probe, mount : it .on a· spec.ial· probe mount• apd carefully fi"~al 
. ' . 
· the assembly with a 'waterproo~ · seaiant. A? often as not, 
the assembiy WOUld leak 1 the probe ' WOUld Short J:O ground '•. :- • 
\ ' 
· and tl)e whole pro'cedure would have to · be repe~ted . . ~.he / . . . . " 
. · conical probe, on the other .hand, has the sepsbr mounted I J 
. . . . . . (,'( 
inte~rally with its support and coaxial cable which is . some. . 
D ·, ' ~ t : L • 
20 em iong. · · With ··the ,probe housinc;Js · we · degg;;e.~it .was 
. ~ ~ . ' ,.... . 
C?nly a simple matt,e.r to place the .c6nical pr"'o:b~ in =.i'-t$ 
. · .-. I. . . . .. . 
calibration mount without dismantling .. the r~sk ·a·:e the ·:·:-. 
i 
·i 4 ' • ' 
as.seinb ly. 
. ·~ .. 
: · J .. ·· . . 
In· the course of our. experimentaL work; .we encountered ' 
" 
a rather serious limitation·~ .. J 0 ~ ' If th'e mean ·current is · very "-
. . '- . . 
small, tne oscillatory· mot.ion of wave induced ·di~urban·ces 
. II 
•. 
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-· .. . 
' ' ·. 
·'\. 
· ·" .... . . ; . . . ' . .· .... 
can cause ·an absblute reversal ·of the direction of the · . 
· ~~-~oc~ ty ve~·~~r. : · · If . ~ -- pr~~~ ~s ·fixoed so that o~co~i'ng , 
' . . . , '~- ' . . .. 
. . . \, 
. • 
.... 
\ ' 0 •• · I I •, ' f ' D .' 
. . flow is __ called pqsitive, · t _he flow. wi~l . be negativ~ ·.on 
.. ' .. ~ _· ~- . . ' \' . . . . ' . , . . . ' . . 
·_ ·occasions,· . coming "'from bepind·,_ arid :th'e probe' will sample 
. . . ... . . .... . . ' 
q .• 
. . . 
·' 
· its own wake_. 
.. . ~. . . I • . . 
In aqdi'tl.on_,. -t::he probe . will n<?t ~ record· whether 
. '\: - \. . 
' . 
. ·the· veloci-ty 'is .pos.itiv.e. 01:1 negative because positive 0 0 • 
-'z <.; • ' ~\. . r •• ., ' : • 0. • ~ • • ' : -~, • .. • a. • ' .. •• ~ 
· ·voltages .QDly' are -ind~cated for any ~ool1ng action. If we 
. . . l . :.\'. . . .· . • •' . · 8 
' • . . .- have .:-a~, ~inusbidal qu~r~.nt . . t:.h~t has. rie<Jati ve veloci t~es, as 
. .. , ·. ·. . -· · ... - ~ . . ·, . . . 
., . · .. ·-~ ~n ;~_~gure 1·6 (a·~- , the m~asure.d '~ result . is- the._ V<?lt~~e .. signaJ. 
.•.- - ' . . , ·~ {' "pf F·igure . 16 (b) , ·w_l1ere the . lo~e~ p~rtion ha·s. doubled·_. back on ·· t ' -. I •, , • T. ; F· "':_i tse'lf; cre'a~ing a~ ::>Ptir'i~ps- :cu~-v~. i~ was th.c;ught. that . ". 
.. .. 
' 0 .• :._\:;A:;:_:_ e~amin_in~ .th~: a.utocorrela~ion o_f · t~~ ve-lbcity · signal as 
I ,• ;"~-:J..,.~ • o ~ 
· : : _ ":;-_~-:-~/shown_ ~~··~igure 16 (c) wou~d al,~ u9~, to(
1
e;stima:te the , I 
.. ~ 




. ' ~ 
- ~ ; ' 
_:.-~ ·.:-::---=-.:ina..gni':tude·. of th.e curren-t rever;~r: · 
.... • ' Q 
.· ·. • .. 
) 
• • • 4 
.• 





· A sine .. ·curve is · t~ans'for'med. by th~ autocor'relat'ion 
. ~· .. . 
.. 
. . : . . . ; . . . . . t • ~ 
into anothi}J:' •sine. curve~ • wqen the ori9'ina1. curve is distorted 
... . . . .. . • . • . ~ t . . 
as drawn in .Figure 16.(b) the autwcofr~lc;tt.ion cur.ve is still 
. ' . 
sinusoidal, · h~wever,. the ~egativ~ pqrt;ion is less in magni-
.(1 ' •• • • • , 
0 
·r(~a' turbulent sigrial. (Figure 16 (d)) 
; " • t' 
·we:re'· superimposed . on the ' sl~e c,drve the result is ·a, .fur~her. -· ... ·.· 
. . .. . . ~ . 
: 1' 
• 
dis.t.ort.ed:· autotoJi"rel~:tio~ graph "·near the origin (F!g~r~ 16 (e)), 
. . t ~· ... ~L.--; . . ~ . . . . 
! 0 '""~ •• , • ., , ·"' 
". · 
provided th~·t the lel)g_,th sc~l-~s of .' :turbulence and cu~~_en;:s , · 
•.' .·are sirnllar<· ·to\thos~ · "cictua~ly 'fo_und 
4 
in ·_the _  ~bit_at ... a~ea . . -. These 
~ . . . I ! • 
•. 
... 
. h• . 
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' ' 1 -- ' 
. r:ou~h.· ~ke·tches sim~ly illus . trate .~h~t', this· mo<:}~. of - a~aly~is · . 
.. f • ' • • t ( ' • • • 
is an awkward one 1 and onc'e the OSCi,llating current becomes 
"". ri.cnsinu~6idai . ~n~·:· ir~egular 1 it w~i'l be · e~~n ~ore c1tr~icult · 
I • /)•' ' , . ':).........: ' ' ' " ' • 
to :~nalys~ · the auto~OF.relation · .qf .' thE; turbu1ent signal and .. • 
. , .. 
. .... . .• 
1 tO est;imat,e ·the magnituc:Ie Of th~'. CUrr'ent. ~eVersal. . . 
.. 
"' 
0 . • 
it i~· obviqus : that dire~~ cur~en~ m~a~~~~~ents ar~. 
~ 
. . . . r . 
desirable., ' and . in·· the ne.xt se~ction· we d'e~cribe ·a te~hriique -
. . ' . . 
J • • • • • ' • 
to ·obtain them which is suited to the ~habitat area. Although 
. . . . . ·. . ' . ' 
' ' ~ . ' . • • • -~ .r;:~ • I • 
. · we · c_ould estimate the magnitu~e of. the· os_c .illatory ·It_\otion 
'. _ .. : 
by watching q.~t · pa~che·s, . we wer~ not ·able . to re~ord and 
measure· the motion quantitatively because phqtographic 
. '} ~ . 
equipment was not available at· .the time. We also attempted 
·-Q . . . 
· to measure · the currents with small propeller current meters, 
put the flow _was too · ~ak to be recorded. In any case·, as . . 
. . . 
the aiuilysl:s described in the .next few pages shows, w.e 
overestirn~ted the ~agnitude of the cri~rent . reversal, and in · 
', . 
· actu~l~ty it was probably not _ v~ry · si~riificant. · 
• I 
Two separate . e~perimi:mts we;-e p~rf<?rmed,. the .. _firs·t · 
comprising .a ·,_15 minute rec<;}rd df the .turbulen6e at- 2;3 meter 
fr.om the bottom, which· we call ·run 1 bottom, .:u:d a . se.cond 15 
? 
minute record at ·S m from the bottom which we call run 1 top. 
. . \ 
. . - - . -: . .. I•· 
~im~L~rly~ · ~he ~econd _ experimerit, w~ich was done on arioth~r 
" . '.• 
.. 
. I . . 
. . I 
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d~.y, comprises :t;"Un 2 bottom and . run· 2 ·top . . ·Both · experiments 
. were - in the same 11 meters -'depth of water and both were 
·' done· in the s:~me kind of w~ather . . F61 ~he first expe.rirnemt, 
it was calm, · with .a 10 second swei,l ruffled slightly by wind. 
It was hoped ·. to :cbntrast this test wit.h q.ata from a stormy 
, day but unusual Dec~mber weather provided only weeks qf 
. very. qti.iefi~':seas, - so we were forced to settle . for a second 
. . . .... . . 
. . 
experiment with a similar . . 10 second, 1/3 meter S?lell with 
' . 
~ 
no wind whatsoev~r~ - -
-:,... · .. ··. 
_Dye injection showed itself to be a\ery .useful tool 
......, . . 
during the. expe_rimen.ts, f.9r it . was used · .to inoicate the· mean 
current direction so we c.ould" rotate· .the. P.robe housings into 
. . 
the current· . The dye diffused v.ery slowJ-y .in · both runs in 
... ' 
t}:le .first 'experiment and in .·run 2 top· during the ~ec~nd 
.. experiment, indicat~ng '.that the turbulenc;e intensity ·was 
• . 9 
· quite low.- In contrast, . t:he dye d'iff~sed in an almost expl-
osive manner during run 2 bo.ttorn a·l)d exhibited -an. obvious · _ 
·and stroogoscill?-tory motion couploo with a . sl·:i,ght-corkscrew 
• • • • f • 
action. This unu,sual motion.,-(leBr~ed rapidly 1n ~n~ensi~y 
'until it was not discernable at a height of about. ·one meter 
off the bott·om. ; The _dye patch of run 2 top at. the· same 
time was showing very ·little diffusion and very 'little 
~r~slat~ry movement.~ - . · : _ ~- : · 
' '? 
. . ' ( .. ~ 
\ /~ 













' In ail four runs the dye clearly_ showed up currents 
' 
and turbulence ~ntensities. · Although iun 2 bottom was 
. ' 11· . . ' ' . 
markedly di'ffere_nt than run 2 ·tqp, dye in the first · . 
exper~ment sr;.,ed the t .wo ru~sto be simf!ar '7'\i,th a 
gentle ·oscillation superimposed on . the mean velocity. It ·· 
' - ' ~ ' 
' ., 
.was difficuli to estimate in which run the currents were 
~ J - . ... . 
stronger for the first experiment, but it ~eemed th~ 
turbulence inte~si ty\_ was }ess for ~u~ 1 bottom . . Assuming 
' ' ' I • 
the turbulence ~as partly generated by wind ~tress, a 
' . 
decrease in intensity as one went to th~ bottom ~ould be 
expected; In all cases~ th'e dye patches diffused uniformly -
cs 
in a . spherical manner: When oscillations occurred, . the 
-:-
' blobs were transported bodily with no .noticeable ~hearing : 
. ' ' 
motions . 
' .. 
~ The data · shows - th~t the dye tests coincided w·ith 
t• ll{"'c 
what ~as m"ea~ur,rd by the hC?t~film probe . . rf · we construct a . 
0 
his'togram of the occurrence of. different velocities . for . e'ach I . . 
run, ~e · get\ the probability density functions : of . the 
;: \ ' ' ' ~urbu·lence shown 'in ·Figure 17. The :..central · momen'ts of these 
·distributions·, listed in Table 1, verify ,. tl;e d.ivers' 
• 
r~lative-estimates of dye patch ~elocities. Run 2 bottom. had . 
.. ' 
the greatest mean· · curre'i1t of all, · <;it 2 ~ 03 em/sec, and run . 1 
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first -and second moment's we can calculate turbulence 
intensities of the four runs. Note that the t~rpulence 
\ 
_intensity ·of · the run 2 nottom is .19, a va1ue · ~ignificantly· 
" 
· greater-than the other three runs, which .ia as observed 
... 
from ;?e. dye. We· probably do n~·t have to · worry about the 
.nonlinear anemometer respo~s~ difficulties -mentioned before 
that are associated with ' turbulence in~ensitie~ greater 
thari ?b6ut .1 because our largest ~ntensi~y is only a !itt!~ 
f .~; 1 · 




The third and fou~th moments, the skewness and the 
kurtosis: are all'very small. Although there· is a definite · 
.. 
non. zero. valu~ :.of occurrence at.·· zero velo.ci_ty for two of 
the curves in Figure ~7, and run 2 top even increases\ 
. slightly at zero, this· is pa~tly due to C<;>inp.~ter .progjam · 
·.'error and' in any ~ase, the occurrences are less than 2%: ~ 
,. 
. . . 
can be seen in .Figure 16(b) ,,the voltage curve has a 
larger· mean value tha~ it wo~ld. if dis-tortion· didn' t-~cur ~ 
Looking a·t the ·probability distributions · in Figure 17, it is 
. , . . ' . . . 
. · obvious that even if the mean v~locity · w~re lowered by .5 
cm/s~c, the "tails" of t&e cu~ves a~e so small that - ~eg1igible 
negative velocity would occur. In other wo~ds, we heed .not 









The same conclusions may_ be drawn from the 
'~ 
autocorrelation curves. Figur~s 18 and 19 show the ' 
aut'ocorrelations to -a lag of ·10 seconds and as ~uch look 
vaguely as predicted by Figure 16(e). Extending the lags . 
tq ·loo· seconds shows in . Frgur~s 20 and 2l,how the following 
• ' .. < 
c~cles become uniform and have a slight positive mean .value. 
. , 
Note that in the case_ of run 2 bottom, the current seems 
modulated . ~?th :by a 10 second component and 75 second 
c0mponent. These extended autocorrelation curves .in 





turbulence analysis, . ~but ~re only pre~ented· to illustrate 




measurements. , I· 
The 10 second l.ag autocor.relation graph{ ar~ also 
not ~very. use.ful to describe the ~urbu],ence :· The oscillating 
. currents obscure the turbulence autocorrelation so· that ~nly 
' \ ' ' ' ' ' 
crude visual estim~tes can be tnad~ -of the microscal~ and 
inte~ral _ · scales. For all cases, the microscale, or · 
approximately the smallest size _.of eddy present would. hav.e · 
a time sca~e of abo,ut 0.5 to 1.0 secorids. · The integral scales, 
the · largest eddies, have an associated time scale of 3 · sec9nds. 
' .... . . ' 
Run ·1 bottom in Figure 18 is the only. curve that resembles 
a usual. autocorrelation function of ·this type of. turbulence. 





·the obser~ed 'wave period·. In any case., ·the c'frves are: . · .. 
~ . ~ 
. cc:>nsistent;, and show approximately the· ·same surface wave .. 
~ 
. period~· Surprisingly I the overwhelming fluctuating 
... . . 
component off(~) for run 2 bottom shows that · ~he current 
velocity ~~s sinusoidal, even though it was . not driv~n by 
. I 
sinusoidal surface waves. 
. ~ 
Detail~d analysis might 9lean further iniormatio~ 
·from the autocorrelation cur~es, but it is more fruitful 
to examine the_power spectra in Figures 22 and 23. Notice 
how clea~ly the lo ·second sw~ll shows up ln all graphs 
except tha~ o ,f run 2 top; where we knc:>w from the dye trace 
that the wave influence was minif\lal. The ~ave peak . terrds 
~o obscure the curves, but the a~proximation of -S/3 f6r 
. the siope seems to be possible for the lower frequency 
. . . - . 
( 
portions. A -5/3 ~lope in part of the turbulence power 
·~ 
" .· spectrum is predicted by the theory of thy wel.l-known 
" . ' 
Kolmogo'rov model as presented by . Hin~e (19 59) • . In our 
experiments, the so-called 1nertial subrange, wher'e the 
-5/3 pOWer ' laW holdS 1 · f'allS in the range Of ~requenci~S 
o . 
· between 10-3 an~ ,.10-l hz. The)odei p~edicts that a ··:' .:· ·· .. 
specific relationship exists among · energy~ fre~uency ~nd 
dissipation in the inertial s~brange. . The dissipation .is 
~ widely ·used measure of the energy which ultlm~~eiy 
~e~ays by the ac~ion . of viscosity . at small scaies and · is 
important because it indicates how rntlch. e~ergy·. is put into 
... 
. ' 
- . ~  .. 
J. 
54~- - ! ' • 
' 
the turbulence at . large.scales ana how much. cascades down 
.J> 
through the' spectrum until it .is ultimately 'dispersed at . 
. 0 . 
the viscous· sink. ~lthoug}l th~ Kolmogorov model predicts 
' 
, • I . -
a peak at ~ow fr~quencies ~here most of the energy· is found, 
. -., .. 
the expe:timents did not sample long enough ·for .this peak to 
. ~ ~ 
be _delineated. Thus the spectra here show only a more or 
'less co11tinuo.us decrease in energy. All the runs seem to 
show· a definite change in slope around .s hz but the 
;ncrease ~n scat~er of the dat~ just means t~at the signal. 
energy is so low that random noise is obscuring the trace:. . 
The numerical algorithm· for·" computin<i spectra assumes 
the tu!bulence is both homo_geneous and isotropic, that is, 
it has . the same quantitive structur.e in all parts of .the'_ , 
. . I 
fl9w, qnd it~ statistical f~atures ~ave. no preference for 
. •• ' . . ·: . /i 
• , G 11 
any direction. This is o~viously -incorrect at . large scales 
~ 
in the oceans, where horizontal diseances are much larger 
\ 
than vertical dist~n~es, bu~ at the small scales of the 
inertial subr~nge 
cascade of energy 
~-h~.' ass'umpt~on is prob~bl7 ' good'. 




effectiveq.y disorganizes the turbulence, ·and- all memqry of 
. . - ' 
. 
the generating sit~a~ion i~ lost. Remember that the dye · 
·~ .. , 
· traces all diffuse d in a unifor~, · spherical 
l 
manner, which · 
t 
ind"icates that the turbul_e.nce ~as relativ~ly homogene ousP; and 
. . 
' I 










isotropic. It appears possible . to use the theoretical 
. . ~-
formula p = "t:'"IJ(;: rrt)- 513 to calculate the dissipation 
. . u· . 
"' where · .· 
·-· 
~is· the en,ergy d~nsi ty . (~m· 2;~~.c 
d. is a univ~rsal constant · (more or less) equa~ 't6 . 5 
. -1 
f is the frequency (sec . ) 
U is the mean velocity (em/sec) 
\ . 
\..... 
It is not -clear, however, from th.e limited .data gathered . tl)at 
the spectra .shown have a 5/3 . slope. over any signifi~ant range 
.<say a, decade) ·of scales. One might the~ question the validitz__ 
I) . ~f the assumption of the existenc'e of inert~al ' subrange for 
'· 
' :.~hich this formula applies. In add,ition ,. the strqng influence 
the validity- ~~lying ttli~ of surface swell may. also li'rriit 
formula. Nevertheless, we found 
. \ . . . 
values of· ~ calculated· by_ 
.. 
... 3 2 3 . .. '• 
this method to · be about 5 x 10- ern /sec for all run~ . . Such 
~ 
a · figure ·s ·eems acceptable as i.t . is an order of magnitude 
grea~er than . some dissipations reported by ~ra~t ~ al, (19 62) . 
·but an order of magnitude less than .those reported by Gibson 
et al (197'3) . · 
~ 
. . . 
"• 
. ) . 
We ·are unable to give a· complete explanation . to ,the 
strange situation of ·the se~ond experiment, where a str.ong 
. .. . sinusoidal curr~nt s~ept ~hrough the _bo:t.tom one met~er of . 
the water column ·at approxi'mately the. same . frequency as the 
I • 
J 
• I . 
'r '. 
·.:· i· \.. 
.. . 
•. 
. . ·. 
. 




surface swell, with ~~~y little motion being recorded in the 
. rest of the column. Salinity was not measured; .but .we know. 
. . 
from the · cold resistance of the hot film probe that the 
temperatures were· the same at both 'positions . to an accuracy. 
c better than 1. C0 • Figures . 17 and 20 s}?.ow that this typ~ of. 
current also ·occurred .in the first· experiment, but was 
....... . 
·much less marked. Thus it is not . l~kely the current was 
just· ·a local perturbation, but was part of p. general and 
.. 
repeating circulatiot) pattern. Since the bottom turbulence 
" intensity was weaker than the turbu~ence intensity closer to 
the surface du.ring experiment one, · we can conclude that 
' 
wind stress played th€7-·.dominant role i11 g.enerating -the .. 
turbul~nce tbat day, and that · duri'ng the . second experiment, 
1 . . . 
current she·ar· stress 1r~as the gene·rating mechanism: The , 
strange current patt·ei~s a~e indicative. of_ just ,hqw much 
.. 
' remains to be . discovered about' fluid motions in. the sea. ·r 
· . . 
I 
/ 0 • 
·" 
.. . . 
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Despi t .e ·the many uncertanties and negative attitudes 
about .using hot film sensors in th~ o~ean 1 it i's clear . that 
in. the application described here the practical difficulties 
' 
associated with ·such probes ~an be overcome, and cons is ten~ 
:'and _fai:dy accurate" rea¢lings can be t@lkem·. W~dge probes a~e 
.. 
perhapS leSS desirable . than COnical probeS 1 exc;:ept that · . 
wedge· probes are directionally sensitive. Two wedge probes 
failed in the course of our work, o~e ~fter a few · minu)es use 
and the other after a feW, . hours. In both _cases 1 the col(j 
··resistance of . the probes increased just prior to failure, 
as· has been noticed by others such as .Frey and McNally .(1973) • 
. The wedge prC?bes displ~yed some ambiguity . in calibration 
arid were also . difficult to han.dle 'because · the ··joint with the 
. ' 
A 
probe holder needed to be . waterproofed. · . Nev-ertheless, the 
• • , .,I 
two wedge probes used . in the underwater work w.ere · sti.ll 
operating . after .about 18. hours and gay:e no sign of. impending 
. f 
failure.. l'he one conical probe us.ed "?as _operate.d for ove~ 
25 ho~rs during a · time of some 10 months without being 
. cleaned.,_.was . cycled several times through a: pressure gradient · . , 
. of two atmospheres, exposed, to ~elnJ?ez:at~res down to . -1. 8°C 
.... ' . ·,,, ' 
and exhibited less than a f ew percent calibration d r i f t. I t 
0 • 
·even . survived repeated gJ!lawings f rom .. curious fish. At an 
t/ •• • 








- · s.Ba 
investment, there .are two areas where- the housings could ' be 
. improved. ·The .coni 'cal probe housing migh.t _have a more 
delicate probe mounting system whiph .wou1d ·extend farth~r · 
from - the barrel so 'thctt there would be less chance of ·flow 
.,-
' disturbal'\ce. The w-edge probe housings. can be · made slightly . . 
smaller . using 'the .same' design, but .it is recommended that if 
a triaxial array is to be used, all thre~ probes should be 
".· . 
. . .. . . 
conical probes with improved. ·housing$ so as to of~e:t the · , 
least ~low disturbance. Another improvement that.~ could·be 
made is to devise a sys·tem to seal off the water inside the' 
prbteC ting SleeVe W~en. it iS eXtended tO meaSUre the probe IS 
i ) 
output v9ltage at zero velocity. '\}This must be ' done to . 
· .~cc.~rately' .. estimate the mean vel~c.ity if th.e p~obe: is .. t .o be 
· used to m~asure both mean and· fluctuating c9mponents. What 
we did ·was simply to wra.P soft foam . rubber over the . openi,ngs 
to s.~.al · off . velocity fluctuations. So:r:ne· residual effects 
I . 
of the velocity were. felt because the seal was hot perfect, 
and the voltage in this condition could be seen to have·· ·a 
' . . 
slight sin~.soidal component from the wave motion~ -A mean 
voltage was esti~Uated ·from the trace .. and pr-obably was 
accurate to + 5%' . 
·. 
The 'rotating tank calibration device is good in 
. ' . 
concept;. and provides ' an e-~~ily and accurately a1j~~table 
ran9e ·of veloc·i ties. In the interest of{) fas~er .. c~ibratio~s 
0 ' 









·~·-'"":• I yl'''""' · · r · 
{ ' on either the w~dge 'or cone p~obes"=--e:v:en though . the waters 
· I 
.,. r wer-e 'usually heavil-y ';;-,contaminated ~ith- or,ganic detrl.' tus. ~< •\ -
' . 
' . 
~ Whether or not we can· conclude DISA probes are spperior to \ 
\ the Ther-mo-Systems probes that gave FTey and McNally (197~) 
~ 
. . ~ . 
.\._so much trouble is problematical, but we certainly · achieved 
I ,... __ J • .;._ ., • • , . 
J;. -
. more P.OSitive results. 
·1 
.#, 
It was shown that the DISA battery anemometers were 
' ' 
not suitable fo.r th.is: work, \b~t tn~· 55001. anemometer was 
. ' ' 
. suitable; and · no probJems were . found in its use. The · · 
• 
. ..
--~- ' • 
____ __.--- --~-newest . DISA anemometer, model SSM, would ~be a still beter 
\ . .. 
choice _· (~lthough ·'an . . expens~ve -one) because of its abi.l.ity 
. ' ' 
t9 accept a 100 m prope cable ~sing int~rnal bridge balancing. 
For cq_ble lengths longer, ~ --than 5 m the ~5001 has to· use 
., 
. -
exte·rnal resistors to balance the  brii.dge at high: frequencies, • 
. -
'which · severely limits its usefulness~ We found that ·the. 
' ' hi~h fre~uency unbal?nc~ .could be ig6ored up to a ~able 
- ' length" of about 12 m but at that point, the unbalance · started 
. ! r 
to increase nois~ level~ at a r~pid r~te. 
' \ t 
'l'he . probe housings .were the J<,ey_ to the ·success of the .' . _--~- "-".J ,. . ' ~ 
experi~ents a"nd :r~ve~ easy for divers to manipulate· even ' , r ' 













I lr4 , .. 
' .. 
uniform .. velocity by r~tating the· '.probe insteao of .the water. 
This would necess-~ tc;tte slip rings to carry the prob~ current"' 
I 
to the rotating aisembly. Such ·a · design wa,.~ ·used by Frey 
and McN~lly- · (1973 j . p~t they found the 'slip rings too .. noisy 
. .lr . 
'· 
and had to bypas·s them and wind ·up a· · long probe cable instead. 
I --
. In the author's .·experience with _mounting· ho.t J:i'lm p(obes o.n 
~-· . 
h.igh spe.ed d-!=ums, eve·~ :.:(;heap slip ring·s wil'l be completely 
. } 
noise free as far as the pr~be is concerned~ Since we 
.. ·.-.-:. - . "" 
discovered 'that·~:~l.brati'on couid . cause. seri~us. calibrat'ion 
. . -
errors'· it is important· that the drive train ~elect!·~ for 
. . . 
·the ·calibration system be of good .quality. 
. "' . 
. . 
In general, the hot film .equipment p~~f~rmed ~ell. 
.. . -· 
Once . the ~ystem.· is set up in the hab:i,tat it is only · a ~im~le' 
. ,. 
I • " . . 
matter to perform as many .expertment'S' f.S desired in as many 
different conditions 
fouDd that running a 
as .the .. e~v~rqn~e~t wi.ll prpv~de •. We 
cornple·t~ ·tJr.ee )dirne~sio~a;t. .experiment 
I - . . . ; ... , 
·teok less than two hours frqm , the . t~rne' the .divers entered 




• perfotmed-we~e ·only · of :,·15 minutes ~u~a,tion·,· th!E!Y should be 
lengt~ened to provide better info~rna~ion at the low 
. ' 
frequency end o·f the energy spectrum. The Lyrec .tape· · 
recor'der will give a rna~imum record.ing time, of a~out . 150 ' 
. . ~ . 
minutes .9rj _s e v'e n cha nne ls·, .anGl.. with . seve ral tape s a complete 
. . . ' . ~ . ' . . ; . ' \ ' 
' . . . ... 
prof.:lle throughout _.·the- J -il te·r column can easily be · -t;.aken. i n 
an a f_ternoon. · . I 
.. 
' 
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'' .. .. 
.' Nci\~ tQat• the. ~y~ec tape• relder·, am6Ugh . 
:. ~designed f~or turbulence work, j.s n~f· ·suit,ed to. low treq~.l~ncy ' 
• 0 
applic'atio·n. There. are. two basic probl~m·s. 
. . - ' \ . . ·. 
The · firs't · is. 
' ' t~~t t~~ circuitry · is ·desi~~~~ 
' ' . 'Q. ~i th :high' ·p~~s . fi.l ter.~ . .'whiC'h . .' 
. . ·. 
! " ~ 0 -.. ..... • 
r,emov~ all' f~equencies helm.i :2. 
~ < . 
' ' . ~rif~ . . These iilter . circuits ha~ · to b~ in~6tlvated bef6r~ 
~ 0 <t . • 1. 
. •• ' · · · a • ~ ' 
. w,e could u~e the tape recorder. Second, · the Lyrec . . has · a -
\ : ' • • • .. • h ... ' : • .. • • 
~o~t~ql whi?~ bia,s"o.u·~·· th.~ ~ea~ ·· ~~mpo.~ent of .' a ~i~na,l .. in 
~rd~r · to . reduce tfie signal voltage so it can be amplifi~d· 
~~~~her':<·f~r .inaxi~um s~~siJ_i vlty. ~ . ~~cause. most ·.i~r~ulehc~ 
"of 0 • ···~;..-...- ~ • 





0 ~ (; 
; I, 
there' is no provision f~t .• ' ·" 
·" 
, . 
mean component · of the sig.nal, 
.. ' 
. ,. ~ 
Wk had· to.· re{ort· to f~rther 
I -" • ' 
me~suririg . thi~ .bi.as vo·~ t·~~~ .. 
.. ... :. "-') . . . ; . 
· modfficat~ons · of' the · cir'~~ultry 
I 
whith wer~ ~ot entirely ~·~ . 
' . 
. satisfactory ,'and adm.i tted 
~ ' . 
an error of about- 5% irito the .. 
J,. . . t 
• J 
· · measurement of the bias.· 
·' ' . . ' Wit~, ·further . woJ'k.;. .. howe:-rer, this 
·. ·error c~n be red~ced to insignificanc~. 
. ~ ' 
.. 
' 
• < ' 
' . 
· . 
' J ' 
-'rhe. invest.ment that must il?e. made to ·.expand these 
•• .' ' •• • ' 0 ' -·. ~ • • • 
· experiments w'ill be ~in the development or acquisiti on of 
. ' . . .. . .... 
. . 
sophistica ted coTQputer programs to ha'ndle the · data~ 
. ~ . ·. . . 
. . ... 







... . . 
Di~itisi~~we~~ . smoo~h.~1·. on . th~ · ~~P. · .~;' bu~ .tp.e ·IBM 
Fortran programs used for . a rta lysis · .~ not capable'\ of hand:J.~ng 
. ' 
... 
4 ' '" , ~ : ' ' ' ; ' t' , ; I 
mo~e' data 0~ . generating mor~ : ~ccu?cite . ans~.ers ~ithout . : 
0 ~ 
()o ·. 
., . . . 
. • 
' .. 
.. . .. ··· 
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~ . . .·. 
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' .• ,-41 , , ·., , I . , 
. ' sx.ste~ to record the . currep.'t ·reversals 'in such- a .way .as- _to 
. ' 
" eliminate any_ ~rrori in the -tti~btilence s~~nal. · · Such a -
system 'could--ent'ail · a small, t.fa~f...,responding directiona:i · 
' , ' ' I 4 ' • • ~ • ' ' ~ • • ,'1 ~ • ' , • . I' : " ' ' ' •' • ' ' ' ·~ • • • .' 
_- vane for eac}?. turbu1ence- transducer. The· curre~~ di-rections 
· . . · (} 
"would be recorded ' for several van_e po'sitions simul taneo~sly' . 
. . . . . 
~itb the ~urbulent _ signal~ - arid di~i~al pr9cessing could 
.. • • . ... • • . • • . 0 
e~slly i~~ert · the velo~ity sigrial - at the proper_ ti~es~ .. ·. If 
"' ' : -
cu~rent reversals .are to be expected, ·it might be bet_ter to 
\ ' 
' -~caltbrate - ~nd place th®Prob~s perpendi6ular 'to the·-~xpect~d : 
·-
.flow to avoid sampling in the wake of the probe ·ho.using • 
. . 
. At the ti~e of the secorid-. ex_per~merit, when ~~e , 
t_u~_rbu:J,ence intensity. was .19, the dye· trace diffused in . a 
. 
ffiOre VigOrOUS , way than W~ • had ngticed' -before 1 ':eveh On clays 
\11 ~ ··' • \ 
with · 1 meter waves· and "strong wi.~ds. This · inditates that s-\we. -· . 
.• ~ 'are not..,likely t~ enc;ounter. turbulence. at inter:sities. much ;' _· . . . 
. ~ -
" ·- . 
:J.. . - ' • 
· high~r th~n this . at the site, so future experiments 'will 
,1". ·:, • 
not· _be . faced· .with the' inaccuracie_s· r~sul ting from anemometer 
monlinearities at . high t~rbtilenqe intensities. 
~ 
r- . ·, ,. Working ·unde,rwa·~er from \a ha.~,i~at . offers unique-
~ossibilities for' res~atch. If equip~ent need~ ·t; be re~aired, 
f 1 • \ 
it is only .a ·simple task for a diver ·to step outside( ~u:ld . -- . 
' .· 
I 
.._., I • 
:·. 
' ; 




i t e_m. Enou~h .· instruments -a~~ tools cal) be kept 
J . ' . • .. ' I • . ' . 
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f . 
. f ' • . • . . . 
. . on h_arid .. that: standard l-aboratory t_E7Chniqu~s and in par_b I · . 
... 
!'~boratory~prec_ision ~ can be ·carri-ed to the center of the . ·, 
·. fi,e~d study. · To ~~ve f~rst han9 visual ·_experie~e within . · 
· . . ' 
. . such ·a ~tudy· prqv.ed . in rn_any9ys to . be a great . advantag~, ~ 
ft:>r we . were able -to fix :·malfunc~ioning i _nstrurnents, we 
c6uld jud~e· directions · of cu~rents( i~tensiti~s o~ . t~rbul~nce 
and ~ecogniZe a~eas ~f,interest s~ch ~s the unusu~l condition ·• 
. . . . . ' . . . . ' . 
, i _n the second experiment. Changes in . the P~?gram were 
. easil~ and quickly carried but to me~t these diffe~ent . 
:environmental donditioris. · Perhaps· we can best su~ up : wotkin~ · 
. . 
•in . ~he habitat by the following exampl_e ~ . Where a remote · . . 
. . 
experimenter would view with al_arrn ~he occasional burst of 
erratic norse which routinely ~isrupts hot__ film- signals, · 
~ 
" • ' ~ • • r ' 
thinking bubbling or fouling was taking place and _p~ssibly 
'• ~"\. . 
c~~n~fng . the calibra~ion, we could . tell~bi visuai inspection 
~ that nei~h~r 6~ -these was . happenini-· it: was only a fis~--· 
. ' 
swimming· past the probe~ i,; 
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· 7 • CONCLUSIONS 
. 
· L Use of SCURA divers · and · th~ habitat LORA 1 allowed the 
' .. · ·. ' 
. . ~ . . . . . ~ ' 
· _design· of ... \~ very effective co~ire~ . dye ci,nd _hot film· 
. I • . . ~ 
- tran~ducer system which·has clear advantages over use o£ · 
the sub-component mea~;uring systems ·atone . . 
,· 
• I 
2. Hot film ~nembmetry is presently the•only aystem generally 
. ~ ava.i~able .for measuring small scale oceanic turbulen.ce. 
. I . 
3. DISA hot film anernometry equi.pment is . . suitable fo:r; use in 
4. 
the ocean provided proper handling; and transducer moun_ting 
equi_pment __ is designed. · 
.. 
' ~ Conical probes are easier to ~se than wedge probes. 
l 
5. Measurements of· the turbulence at the habitat site 
6. 
. . 
indica~ed characteristic- 5/3. spectr~l slopes, . yisc9us, 
-s. 2 3· · . .. -
dissipations of about. 5 x lQ em ;sec: afld J:ntehs1t1es about 
,., 
0.1: Unusual oscillat~ry bottom· currents were noticed, and· 
surface wave action made measurements J1¥>re difficult. 
. ' ' , .. 
Other · turbulence transducers, less expensive and . 
•" 
fundament-ally more rugged than hot .film devices are in 
variou~ stages o£ development. The fluidic probe~ and the 
vortex pro}?e are poten'tially useful co'mme.rcial devices, 
._with: the elec.trornagnetic flowmete~ lo~king the mpst 
..... . . 
prornisi.ng at thi~ poin.t. ~If the _mi~iatur~ propel tor system 
. . 
I. 
· and the !lydroqynairiic li!t- probe become commercially available, .·. ( 
' . . . 
•. 
' they should also be· suitable .' for · sm~ll scale oceanic ·. 
. . ' . 
turbulence measurements. · ~ . , 
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1.- . ADTAP2 -· 
. ·- · 
1.1 Purpose ••. .j. ' 
This is-~ - lib~ary pr~gr~m on the PpP 1;2 that digit..i~es . 
' ' ' 
analogue tap~ tecords and create~ IBM co~patible digital . 
magnetic tapes ... 
" . 
.. ' ' 
l , • ' • 
• 1, 
,· . I 
1.2 Technique 
. . . ~ 
•• • 0 • 
ADTAP.i uses an ~nterna:l real· clock in· the · PDP 12 'for 
f • ,, 
_ syrichronizatio~.- The~ program· is available . in both ·· · 
' ' 





tapes whi_~h ar~ Linctap'es 16. ·ahd 11. Documentation> 
and . some· information o~ programming . fo~ use· of mag tape · 
i~: 370 ' FORTRAN.i4 found in th~ printout and· is included 
' . 
tier~. Note fhat an~logue im~ut v~ltciges. ~ust be ~caled 
·to withiQ ' + _l .volt. · 
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. :"~ . · )PROGRAM .- ADTAP2 I o \ 
/AUTHOR - A.N. BETZ 
1 . 




/DA'l'ES REVISED: - 9:- OCT 7 3 . 
.. I . 16 NOV173 ._ 20 NOV' 73 · . . . • 
• . /PURPOSE . -c; SAMPLE VOLTAG~~i ON ' ANALOG . 
. · , . / ... .. ... CHANNELS 10 .TO 17 'AT A RATE . 
: . . : / · · DETERMINED BY SETTINGS OF THE 
, .;;/. R!qHT SWITCHES AND TRANSFER DATA. 
· -.· / TO IBM 370 COMi{\TIBLE 9 TRACK 
f • 800 BPI MAGNETIC TAPE IN BINARY 
/ 16 BIT 25 COMPLEMENT FORM. 
. I . . 
-': ·. /.TAP.E FORMAT - DATA IS WRITTEN. ON TAPE 
/ . .: IN 8-CH~NEL RECORDS SINCE . 
' / · ·EACH CHANNEL- REQUIRES 16 BITS 
. / , OR 2 BYTES, A RECORD IS 16 BYTES 
_.:_:__. I . . ,LONG. RECORDS ' ~RE BL9CKBD 256 TO 
" / A· TAPE' BLOCK, ·-·GIVING A BLOCK. SIZE 
/ OF 4096 BYTES. ' :.. . 
/ . I THE TAPE IS .. UNLABLED, AND .IS' 
· ; : TERMINATED BY' A STANDARD END OF 
/ FILE MARK~ . • . 
/COMPUTER CONFIGURATION .,. PDP12 WITH AT . · 
. I LEAST · l2K WORDS ' OF MEMORY, TC58 
/ MAG TAPE CONTROL, TU10 9 TRACK 
/ MA~ TAPE TRANSPORT ·, AD12 ANALOG : 
/ TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS,· AND KWl.2 




/OPERATING INSTRUCTIO~S , .-:-
·. ;: **FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS EXACTLY!** 
/ 1 LOAD .PROGRAM 'FROM LINCTAPE IN 
1 · THE ·usuAL MANNER DESCRIBED IN ·: 
. ' . 
/ :- 'THE DIAL SYSTEM USERS MANUAL. 
I · · 2 MOUNT 'A W~ITE.:..ENABLED .. MAGNETIC 
/ TAPE ON TU10 TRANSPORT · 0. · 
... / 3 SET LEFT SWITCHES TO 0200 
/ ·4 SET 'RIGHT SWITCI-lES.-TO SAMPLING 
/ RA~E DESIRED (SEE TABLE) • 
/ 5 PLUG SIGNAL'SOURCES I NTO 
. · f ANALOG CHANNELS 10 TO· 17~ 
• . / 6 SET MODE SWITCH TO- PDP8 .MODE 
/ · AND -.PRESS 10 PRESET KEY. 
/ • 7 PRESS START LS KEY: TO SET TA~E 
I TO LOAD POINT MARKER. 
/ 8 TURN ON. SIGNAL SOURCE AND 
/ PRESS CONTTNUE KEY .TO BEGIN 
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. . . 









- 65 . . · :-1--
I . 9 To' ' TERMINATE 'SAMPLING I SET ON 
, : I RiGHT SWITCH ·o~ THIS WiLL . 
· · 1 .cAuSE ~N· ·END o.~ FILE MARK 
·: / . · TO BE RECORDED ON TAPE AND THE . 
. . /. TAPE TO BE. REWOUND ·. . . ·.· . ·· 
· 1 · 10 TURN OFF SIGNAL ·souRCES 
· v · · ; • · . 11 REMOVE MAGNETIC TAPE FROM . · 
I . ' THE TU10 'TRANSPORT AND RE;MOVE ' .. 
· / .THE WRITE-ENABLE RING FROM ·THE 
. /'. . ·. REEL • · · · 
/ ·. ' ' . 
/SAMPLING . RATES 
I ' ·SWITGHES RATE ' 
' I . 0000 10-~ HZ 
/ · 0001. 20 HZ 
/ ' 0002 50 · HZ 
I 0003 100 HZ 
j · 0004 2~0 HZ 
I : ' 0 00 5 50 0 Hz 
I : ' ... 0006 ' 1000. HZ 
·f 0007 ·2000 !HZ 
I . . . . ·, 
· /HALTS - FOqR·HALTS ARE PROGRAMMED · 
/ HALT1-MEMORY ADDRESS'03QO 
. I TAPE CONTROL NOT READY I ' ( 
. I . ~ARDWARE PROBLEM. 
· .. . ./ 
I 
.. /':. 
. I . 
. I· 
' t . 
HALT2-MEMORY . ADDRES·s 0303 
~ ERROR OCCURRED ON · WRITING 
' . • I · I · 
A TAPE · BLOCK. CHECK TAPE . 
STAT.US · l,mGISTER (DISPLAYED 
· . .. IN ACCUMULATOR) TO FIND' . 
• · .. CAUSE~ . THIS WILL U.SUALLY : . 





• I I 
. IMPERFECTIONS IN . THE . TAPE . .' . 












· . . I 
f . 
· THE RUN · IS ABORTED AND YOU 
, MUST. STAR.T AGAIN .FROM . 'l;'HE 
. BEG.INNING. 
' ... · .. HALT3-MEMORY .ADDRESS 0314 
• ' · . TAPE DRIVE NOT READY. · 
. 5DICATES TA:B.E NOT TURNED . . ' 
. 0 LINE., OR HA"RDWAR.E . · 
·PRO LEM. r · . · · . : 
HALJ4-MEMORY ADbRESS 0330 . · 
. NORMAL END OF JO$ 
· D~AD END . HALT · .· · 
EJECT 
. ' ... . 
• • "J 
t' • ... . 
., . 
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' . . 
/PRo'GRAMM;I:NG HINTS FOR~ IBM . 3iO. FORTRAN ' 
.·'1 16 BIT BINARY IS "INTEGER*2" . 
/ AND IS READ' USING "A2~' FORMAT~ · · 
/ .. . : LABEL PARAMETER .FOR tm CARD · . . . · . · 
I . . . . IS "LABEl.= (, NL) II ' ' ~ -·' . ' 
0 ' ' ' • .. 
· I . · DCB PARAMETER FOR · DD CARD ·' · . 
·1 . · . :· .IS "DCB=(RECFM'=FB,LRECL,;l6, 
/ '' - BLKSIZE=4096, DEN=2) II ~ ' ·.' ~ 
·-. 
'. 
·:· . . .. ; · ' ' ' ' ' ,. . . ' 
' ·. /NOTES· ON DATA REPRESENTATION . 




. . ~' ; . I : . THE FIRST TAPE BLOCK · (256 RECORDS) 
TS ALL ·ZERO VALUES. · I 
I I : 





DATA VALUES ARE IN THE RANGE ~511 to +511 . 
-~ · EQUIVALENT TO -.1 v .. TO +1 v > AT THE .ANALOG : 
· INPUT' . 
' ' 
' . . 
. . . " • 
I . 
. ISAMP.LE PROGRAM IN '3 7 0 FORTRAN' . 
/ ' :. -· .PROGRAM jusT READS AND PRINTS RECORD&.· / ,, ,· . 
/ I . , . 
. / . ./IE3XXXXOO JOB (3XX.X, XQOB, 5, 5), NAME, 
I . II CLASS=B,REGION=100K,MSGLEVEL=(1,1) 
, . / /I REDPRNT EXEC FORTGOLG, . . . . 
I ./ IFOR.T SYSIN .DO * ' .. ·. 
I· INT~GER~2 VALUES (B) . - ~ 
!" 10 READ\ ( 9; 6, END=lOO) Values 
/ . 6 FORMAT . (BA2) 




~ . I ' 7 FO~AT \ ( lX, 814) 
I .· . ·. GOTO 10-\ · 
. ' · .. 
I 100 STOP . 
/ El-m . . . · 
I /* . \. . . . 
I I /GO: FTO 9 0 01 . DD DSN=SAMPLES, U:t:!IT=TAP~, : ... / ' . 
' I ' II . DCB=(~ECFM=fB,LRECL=l6,B~SIZE=409.6,DEN=2)' 
I I I : DISP= .(OLO,KEEP) ,. VOL=SER= XXX.X.XX , . ' 
I I I . L~BEL= .0-, NL). . . 
I . '· . \ · .. . 
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This . is ·a · Sub~9~tine Package for So~ial Sciences . 
· .~. 'J 
. : . . . . '1 : 
P:cogram which was chosen to produce · a le.as·t squares 
fit on · the calibratiop . data. · · 
. 
.. '· 
2.2 Technique ; . 
• <) 
Multiple linear regre~sion is ·u~ed and ~ polynomial 
~qu~tlon is. fitted t6 the data. .• 
.2. 3 Program Cont_rol s_ards · 
As it stands, the program is ·satisfactory. Sho'uld a 
user desir.e .more .. data po. ints. in· ' the calibration, ·or Want 
n . 
. l ' . 
to go to a higher order · equation, · the following cards 
. . "' . ~ 
:wiil be . expla~ned. Detailed description ·of . SPSS300 
- . ' . . . (,. ~ 
. will be found in imy computer . syst'ems reference library·. 
.· \. "\·. · ~· ' 
• ! <r . , 
:· 2 .·3 .1 Nu~er of Data Points 
. Thi~ card starts ~th 1t: OF CASES. 
In colufi · 16' type th~ desired number of 'points' is 
. integer f ·ormat ~ 
2.3.2 Order of Equation 
., 
A COMPUTE car.d is necessary .for :eac.h !)Ower 'Of x • 
From- Column 1, .. type ~ COMPUTE; · then in Columri 16, · 
type. X2 =- X**2 for the second · ordei. 
, 

































. . . 
D, • • 
I' • . 
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. ' 
'· ' 
' . ': 
· .All'variab~es in the . regression must ·be.': i.i,s.ted on. · the 
. . 
. 
REGRE.SSION .· card.· . For . a .fol;lrth ;qrder· equ~tion, .in 
0 • I 0 • 
. . 
ccH.umn ·i6 of this :card type . 
. · ' 
~ - .  : J• . : : 
: . 
VARIAB.LES =. X 'Y .:X2 X3 ·x4 /REGRESS:i:O~ -
. . . ' . 
i· . .. 





2. 4. . ·. . Data Cards . ' 
· Column · - · Forma·:t · 
, 
. ' 
. ~ . . 
. ' 
. . . 
: . 0-:-6 
1 ' . . 
·. \ .. ·6-12 
~ -
2 .·.5 · . ·-sampl~ · Deck 








. ~ . 
,• . 
·' . ., 
'· 




, . : ~ 
.. 
. ' . 
.·: 
.. I 
. ·.- : \ ... : .: . . ·:' . · .. 
• • • \ f ~ j. '• 
l • ' • • • • 
. . t . 
\ 0 • • , • 




. . · 
·. volttlgc . 
·. ~eioci ty . 
. . 




• • , I • 
. ·: .... , . 
. ,. 
. _ : . 
.. 
· . 
' II ' 111 ' 
., . . 
tf ' • 




· .. , 
. .. 
·. •' ... 
.. ! • • 
'• .... 
. - ~ 
· ' 
, •' . . 
.· ... 
• • • • ¥ 
. . - · 
. ~ ' . 
•' : . . 
. ....... 
' 
.. ' . 











.· . \ 
. ~ . 
. .. 
. ~ . 
: . .  
. 
' · ., : 
. :' ·' 
.. 
• • 0. 
~ • .. ! 
0 •. 0 
.. 
.. . · ·. 
. ·. 
", .. . 
.. ,.. •', · .... . 
' ' 
' ' ,' I 
' . 
. ' 
. , . 
• J • • 
• • ! • • • 
. ... 
. .. 
. ,., . 
- .. 6g ·.';_ 
' : . . . ' . . ~ '. . . . . 
I • ... 0 o 
. . 
... ' . ~ . . . · .... - .. 
. ... 
' I • ' 
' •' 
; . ' . 
' • 
·., 
. .. . 
. . . •·. 
. . " .,. ' ': 





. . : . 
. , . ' 
• .. 
•' , " • .. 




. )!~!J.~HJo~.c JUH LS~1_0, _b~2f 1 5,2l~TlffiN1 C.l:ASS=F~HEGION=l50K~ - .... , , 
· II ·: M S G U:v f:. L ::: ( 1 ; 1 ) ·: . . . . . . . . 
11 ·. t·XtL · SP.SS3~0,PAKH=i00111d .. . , :•, .· .. 
· i/SYSLN· OD . * . . .. · - -' · 
. . . RUN . r, Mil •. · · L E AS L S QUA .RES . F IT 
·_ -V A IH A H Lf. L l :S T . X Y- . . . · . . 
' lNP.UT Mt01UI-I C-ARD. - · ... 
lt-JPUf.' t-UkNAT ' FIXED(2F6 4) . 
: . . 
. ·. , ·. 
. . 
.. . .. 
# ~, d F. ' C A::; E ~ . ·tr" . . . . · • ' 
· .. 
.· ' · .. ' 
COHPU11:. •·. ·, ·. Xc=X*1t2' 
. , 
. :· · 
. .. . 
• tuHf'U T E. _ ·.; -x:s·=x * * :s 
.. . _. . H£:.G_Rt.S~!O,., . VA_H.lABL;t:.S=X ( ·X2 - X3' .j R£GR~S.~lO~=Y· ·~rnTH. _X ·x,2_-:l<3)2.) 
·.. · . .. S I A H S (1 C S. ALL< .: · . ,. .. . · · · · · : .. 
. . · . .-_ · ·H·f.-AO . .[NP.U 1' L>AT~ .. -· . ... · · · · 
-~, . . . ~' . : ". . . 
'• 
.. . . ' . 
. . 
' ' . 
. ' . ! . . 
. . • 5 . t. '. -
... ~ .' : :. -· . . : " . . 
.! • • • 
. .. 
. 
. . . 
. : : .-6 . '2 •. ·. ' .. · . ' 
-.' . 1 • L1 ' :.s • . 0 ' 
l.l.s - ~.s 
l,J . - ~.fie! . 
' ' 1,7 . ij, . 
... · .. r.,6.$ ·1~.1 
. ' . : . ' 2 •· 1 7 ' . 1 0 • 0 . . . 
• ' •:J · •·i ') '2 lA • ' • . 
. c;;.,. .;) 1,;; • [/. ' •• 
.. : t-~ y·N 1 ti ri . . · ' ' ... 
·:. 'l~ 
• - Q • 
·-· ., ... ~ .-,. .. 
._,. .. 
: ' 
. . '. ·. 
' :·. '! 
' • . 
. ·: I .. i · 
I • • ' 
. . .. I , ~;-....  
I· . \ . . ;,: ·.' ",_ . ' . 
·' : 





. · .. . 
..  
. . . 
.. ·
·:: < . ~ ·. -. . 
• I . 
•• 0 , o 
. '' .· 
. .. . 
..• 
; ~ :· ~ 
; ·. 
• ' J • 
. ,. 
. : : 
.. '• 
.. . · .. 
. ·--- ,- .-· ... · .. 
' '· 0 : Jo • 
. ~ . 
t . •• , , • 
··; . 
•'t: ' 
. ( . 
. ·I . 
{ . . ., /l . . : 
' I,' • t ' I 
O<J,\ _,} ,• • 
-., 
' ... . . 
, o ,o , ... .. 
·' .... : 
. . ' . 
... 
' '.• ··. : . 
. ~ . ~ . . 
. '·~ .. : 
~ .. : .. 
· , ' · ... 
.· .----,..---·-·· 
' . . 
, "' ' : • 0 .. ' 







. · ' 
'• . . 
. ' 
. ... 
' . .. ··· . 
. . . 
' ' 






. ' . ' l 
. ... . .' .': . · ... _· .. ·, ' \ .. l' .· 
.:· ·. . . . . 1 
. \· . . 
. i :· . 
I 
. ~ 
. ' . 
.·· :· 
~.~~~i· 
. · . • • • • 0 
•' ~ . .-... 
... - . 
· . • 0 • . 
.. _ .. 
. ·. • 
. . . ~ . 
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o;rs~ analyses the turbu~enc~ . signal ana produces ·. 
" . 
. the . first' four central moments of the frequency dis-
• .. 
~tribution. Th~ relative · ~nd absolute frequen9y histo-
digitizing ·program ADTAP2,"the first block of data is · 
all zeres, so it is neces~ary to~skip thi~ part 6f the 
' ' 
t~pe. In the ~o~v~rsion 6f the voltage data·to velocity 
. ~ ... 
there are four parameters of . interest. · LYREC represents 
. ""· the bais _voltage used by _ the Lyrec tape . recorder to 
. . . 
eliminate most of the . mean component of the turbulence 
.signal. AOUTVO is the DISA anemometer output voi tage · 
..  ~· ....  ·at zer·o · flow velodi,.ty. Tnus it is necessary. to sub- . 
. ' """' ' . . . 
-· 
. . l 
tract ·P.ouTVO from th.e 
. . 
signa~ voltage to 9b~ain the 
. . ;-
• I ·tr~e referen~e. zero!,· and add LYREC to the .. signal · 
• 0 
yoltage to establish the cpr~ect magnitude above· this~ 
zero. Th~ third parameter ~s AMFAC wl1ich cont~in's the 
. corrections due to transmission cable resistance, 
"' . ' . - . . 
. scaling . of th~ t i pe recorder output to the PQP ·12 and 
the correction descriBed before tb the Lyre c · tape . re-
· corder bias. control. Finally, t~e series . of parameters 
. . . . 
A.l, . A2, · A3, A4._ reP.res~nt the calibration coefficieri;~~-
. ~ .. - ., . l • '-' .. .., 
. ,, } . 









·· . is the constant, A~ the coefficient · of X,-. A3 the coef,;_ \ 
' . 
. 3. 3· 
.. ··. 
ficient of X*~2 and A4 the co~ffici~nt of X**3. 




. .. ... 
Subrq\ltine HISTGM is a sl~gn'j::ly 'modified ve'rsion of 
HigTGM found in the Waterloo. :Portran Subrouttn~· Libr.ary. 
r·, 
, ... · I~s;(~unction is to prepare the . histogram.· · Note ·that: · 
f/" 
. -' ! ' 
ne.gati ve velocities are 'recorded as zeros by the · calli..: . 
ing program DIST. 
~ach channel for 
which , i .t receives the following. pair of cards.. . That 
. . . ) - ' 
. ¢ ' • : . \ 
is, if three channels ijre to be · · sampled~ then there 
' . . . . . . 
will be three sets ' of, thes.!= following .two cards. 
'·' -' 
.. -








.,. .. ,.. .. I 
.. 
. .. 
• I • 
_ 3.4.2 Second Card ( 
' . 
Column 




'1-2 • nou 4sed 
.• 3-9 calibration coef:- . 
ficient .·· . , 
' . 

























· '~ . 
( . 
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. \ \ 
.. C6·lumn · . Identification" variable · · · -. o.Fo~mat . 

















caLibration GOef- . 
· : .f~nt;. , . . . 
''· .. 
. tape . recorder · · .. 
·.: bi~s Vol.t~~~ · 
anemometer ·out-.. 
put v·oltage 
factor · .. 
. . . . 
' - ' 
a~lifi.catio.nL··: · 
· -number of . cha · e 
nels to ·be · sampled 







'• : . 
. .l\.OUTVO 
AMFAC 





\_..1 . I 
.. ~ . 
F . 7. 0 
F 7 ~ 0. ' ·. 
FlO.O 
~ .. j ~ 
·' )\ 
· FlO ,o . 







"' - , I 
.. 
• .. ,,. 
. I· 
.· 
·_/ ' . 
/ · .. . . I 






The secortd· ia~~· · card ~ in the deck identifi~~ the mag tape - use~~ · 
This' must be. changed with· each tap~." · Th~·. ~~~d ·. ~e~~s : .. :: 
' I I DISP = . (OLD, .· KEEP) I LABEL= ( ,NL_) VOL=SER=XXXXX ' 
. . :. ·. . . .. - . ... . . 




- I ' , 
.. . 
3.6· : ~a~ple Dedk ' 




.. ·{ · 
.... ... t • 
..· 
··-
. ' . 
. \ 
... 
. . . j- : 
' ) ;. 
i' • .. 
- . 
! . o 
, I• • 
. . :. 
. • ,o 
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. 3. 7:: Listing ·: 
·. ,· 
· '· 
. ; ·.• ( 
""..: ·· 
~ ' . 
• j o 
· .... ~.,."t '· ', 












. , (.JAPE NUMBER. CARD 
y I 
( .JCL , 
. . _{_ SECqND CARD 
: .. (FIRST CAR'-0--,----'-------. .-"· 











~ ~ .. 
I 
. ' 
' ,• .. 
... .. 
". 
, I . 
·• · '' 
· .. 
., . 


























, . ~ . 












·. 'II' • 
' 
·~ · · 
, . 
' .• 






... .fl .. 
.. 
L' ' '" 
~. 
t . 
·' o ' I ' • 
. \ 
· ' 
. r . 
, \ 
·I: - 74 -- . . ( . : 
/;U~ I ~~9~ ~Utl Ll~ J, 099ff, I ~r2l rriFF IN, HE~ ioNu!00K ,)55•8;-IISmmOt· 
II S..T L P c? f:. X t C . F 0 R T G C. L;:ti .' . . . 0 I S T. ' . . ;~ C L 1 .. . . · · 
· .. . 1/flJ~l.:>Y:;lN DIJ .* ; \ . } 
'c ~u o1sr -*** . · ·, ., 
c 
' 
. c· tiY .KIC SOULIU ,SE:.PTEMUER 197'3 ~ . : '\ 
.. ' • . 
. ·c 
c·-
1 U -KI:.I>UCE:. 'r!APf:D CURRt:NT ME Tf:R DATA . I 
t 
· c 
lNfl:.l~li·H2 ;RE.CUi) . . :. 
1NiE6t:~ f(2~)~JUNK(&),t(~~) . 
Ht.A~ CH1Dt2~),0M(4);LY~EC,CH(3i,TtTLEt20). ,Rf~20) 
C U ~ 110 '"I$~ 0 HI T I J l'N T , F ,_ t~ A X t M 1 N, J U:N K . 
CUrH'.UN/f-DH$$:»/Y,CrHD . · -· 
IJAfA · . . lRL>/~/riPR/ol,lN~~/. 
.. 
· , 
· - l·~l I IAL!LAT ION 
l ." JlNf:~V1 
~~\!) ,. 
, .. 
;I n:. . , , 






. ~~A i. :l!) •-.-




()U .S . J:l,~ 
. S (H1lJ):~ ­
NtG:~- : 
~KlP ~IHST 
kt.I'I}N[) · lt4 
1:1LOCK · ON TAJJf:. ~-
. 
uu 4 · J:1,~56 . 
, 
£J /-<t:Al>(lN 1 1V\2~)1;H::c; 
I ' . 
t_: 
.. 
\ , . 
.-
··, 
. ' \' i . . .. \ . , 
. l.ACLIJL~ _lt:. M.~x n.Luci.TY · ,_·.\·: · · ' · 
CAWR~LYREC•AbUIVO " . J • 
. v\J L MAX: C A H H + 1 • · . .,., . . . . : •·. . .. 
vt:I~ix:·(Al~A2*VOLMAX+A3*~0L~AX**~+~~*VOL~AX~*3l*AMFAC 
c . 
c. · 5~fUP CLASS INTERVALS 
· S CA-Lc: VF Lr1 A X I J 1 NT 
., \ . . ' 
UllH·~~ J::l,,JINT . .. · 
'!l1~ · · cf"liJ<J):::sc~Lt:~lJ .. ~,~l · 
c . . . . ·/ 
C ·. ke.AIJ A RtC-DHD-
. 2~., l.lO r.50 KK::'l,K 
2 .H1· .1·H·: AU(llv, 11121'1•f:N.D="2~0,EHR=91~)RE.C 




' , Co! ,. ,.. 
• I • 
' . 









. •t;J I 
. ..., . 
· ~ 
. ~ · 




















~t.Vl~l:. · A~CUMULAT'URS . .. 
'IIJL=IH:.CUC.:HANJ/~ll.+CAHH ;, 
·vtL•(}ltA21tVULtAj*VOL**ltA4*VOL*•3)*AMFAC . 
l~lVEl.Ll.0.0)NEG:N~G+1 · ~ 
.. 1~tVEL.LT.0.~jvEL:0,~ • . 
·l'CLASS=lf lX(VtL/SCALt:) t1 . 
·I 
···. 
f- · (· l C L A S S ) : F (1 C L A S S ) +. 1'· . . . 0 • • • 
. ;,() (J c? i ~l .J = 1 , ll • : • . -. --·------;--- - -- - - •. 
~ 1 ~ IJt-1( J) :;UtH J) +Vt.L * itJ' 
. · 1 f (1\1 • L 1 ~ N t1 A X ) Ci U . T U 2 0 '-' 
. c 
g c - eALCULAlt .MO.NE..Hl:S .. A,RO~t' U~I61.N 
2 (~ kj .o 0 3 rl ~ J = 1 , 4 ' v .. • 
~ I!HJ 0 ~-'• t J ) =. 0 ~ ( J ) IN . 
c 





CM(l):OrHcJ-OM(LJ((•2 . C:1.(2):0i1(5)·~·*0r•\(c) .'II'UM(1_)+2: ·A...0"1(1 )**3 ·• . . ~ : : · 
t M L~ > =oo~' c 4 J -4, *·oM t3 >*OM c u + b ~*OM c 2 > •oM'c 1) • * 2•3, ttOM < 1 > ~ *4_ 
. . . 
c 
C ~AL~ULAT£ HELATl~E ~R~ciutNClE~ 
Ou jl~ J:1 1 JINT ' . 
c 
· C 
3H1 1-lr(~)=F:LOAT(F(J)j/N . 
rA~ULA~E ~lSU~T~ .· 
-~K 111:_(1 PH, 2~ .7!.1 J T I f'LE 
WKJll{lPR~2~0~)lCHAN,0~(1),CM . 
.v~l!EC1P~,2~1~) ·-
l> u t.llf~ J :;. 1 I J 1 N T . 
'\ 
I ' .. 
. .. 
41.1~ l'iHlli:(lPHt2~l~)J,CMlO(J),F(J),HF(J) 
. ·~ t< I I t (1 p I< ' 216 ';) k1 N~. . . . " 
·c 
C: 
~ . c 
c 
. ~H~i~tl.PN 1 2H4~j~~G \. . . -~:; 
' ~ -- . - . . . 
\
Pt<tPAHI:. Hl.S.TUtit(AM 
- uu · ql~ J=l,JlNl 
0 H U· (-J J .G l.H/\X) "1AX:f (J) 
4 1 ~J . H ( f- ( J ) • L T • H I N ) M I N : F ( J J 
c: ALL- H 1 s· T G M c T 1 1 L E , L. I N t: s , N > 
~,; u 1 o· 1 
I , • 
,o • 
1:.r~o 01- · JUt\ · , 
-8~~ -~~11E<lPN~2~Jl6) 
. :lJ! .up' . 0 . 
I . 
' c ... .. . 
. C . ·. H (:·~ 1: · ~ U R. l/ U E H R 0 R : 
-... - .. . , . 
. r • 
' () 
:/ . 
· · 9~~ ~HlJI:.llP~~S~l6~)J 
. 3~~~ : ~UHM~rC 1 16i/U I:.~RUH 
(.jl) .J o. 1 
IN ~ II~S T . BLOCK ,- RECORb·•, IS) 
. . . 
. . 
• 
. ~ . 
'. ' . ' ... . 
I 
. c: . . . 
~1'.1, ·M::_I·Jt1 · 0 •• 
.-
. 4 ·. 
.' . . ~'~ H l II: ( 1 PH , J:~, 1 t~ ) M · 
3~1U ~UH~iil'~l/0 ~HROR IN 
~ u · r . u . 2 211 
·-· 
~-
. ' t. · .. 
. . 





· . 'o 














. . (.. 
\ . C ~ U H •1 A 1 S rAT E. MEN T ~ . 
1~~~ ~UkMATl~x,q~t.0,3~1~.~,2l~,l10) I 
. ' il.11~ · ruRr' Af<c~A4) '. 
1 ~ 2 v.l f U f-li·' A T ( II A i! ) 
- ~~11dl£) ~UH~ATt'.io()AlA- REL>UCTION FUR TAPE CHANNEL' rlh/ 
"' 
1 v.l~,LAil'rT.s~, _t.13~51 1 Ct.NTRAL MOHEN·TS • SECOND 1 ,T3'~,E13,?1 
*. · . ' ~ ~~, 1.1 H 11' u • ; r 3 V1 n:·1 3 • !ft.r 2 ~~, • FouR r H • , r 3"', E 1 :s , s > • 
2 t1111 f U H M A r ( I • ~ R t. CW E. N C Y .0 I S T R 1 B U T I 0 N I I · ·1 ~ • 
* ~1:1CLA ·s~ · MlDPUINT•,r~x,•FfH.LIUE.Ncv·•,bx, 'RELATIVE FREOUE'NCY 1 > 
~ 1.1 ~~ ~ ~ :u H ~~ ~ r c 1 :~ • , r·s , r f ~ • 3 , 1 3 x , 16 , 1 1 x , F 1 • 3 > - -
~ k.i 5 \1 r u K M A r c1 1 J o u coM P LET E o • > · 
~2~~ \1 ~ UtH~ A l.l 1 '~iNU~Hit.R Of NEG A fl VE. VI':.LOC IT H:. S •, I 7) 
2\1~"' rUHMAl(ll!lNUM8E.R Of: DATA POINTS READ1 r,l10) • . , 
~~6~ ~URMAT(i~PARAMETtHS FOR THIS PROBLEM'/ 1 "'CALIBRA1lON COEFfiClENTb 
· * A 1 1. , T 3-c , r 1 0 • 4 11-2 1 , 1 A 2 • , T 3 2 , t- 1 0 , 41 r 2 1 , . ·~-3 • , T 3 2 , F 1 ~ •" 1 • · 
~ r e. 1 , • A 4 1 , r · .s 2 1 F 1 0 • 41 . · . · ·t.. . 
~ 1 k IV'LY~f.C1 1 T32,f1~.4/ 1 A-UUTV0' 1 T32 1 FU1~~AMFAC 1 ,T32rf10,4/ 
.!?"'). I Q1 L HAN Ill t. L . ~ Ll M H t:: R ' 1 T-3 2 1 1 hl/1 SAM P L 1:. RATE ,T 3 2., 110/ .· . 
~ 1 NUMt)f.R 01-. POINt'S HI:.G~lSTf. O',T32'11") , ., ., -- . ·. 
~ 1.1 I kJ ~ U R i1 A I ( ' 1 1 , 2 k1 A Q } · . ' . . · . 
l:ND - ·. . 
!l u 1H< u u r 1 1·11::. ~~~ s_ T G M o IT L E ,L r'N·E:.-s ,z N > ~ · 
lt.o H (., f·. Ji f ( C 0) r Y ( i:! \11) , ,fl J N K (b) 
, H t. A L C M ll> ( c 0 ) t T l T L. f:. ( 2 0 ) , L l N t: I 1 • • . 1 I , ':B l. A N K I 1 1 I t $ i ~ _$ I 1 $ U $ ~ I , G R A P tj 
·~~) ., ' . 
B3 
3~Hh:l k:i 
' 6~110 c 
·tl.:ur-iMu .r~t .~ r IJH IT /J.I N r, F, MAX, MHJ, JUNK 
c;ur;,~tON/f IJH:b$~/Y/,CMIO 
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4 ·· PREP AND BMD02TX , 
. ;., 
.· 4.1 Purpos~ 
·BMb02TX is a modified version of BMD02T which is a Lib- · · -~ ·,_ 
.. __ ..rcr.ry . .:..program p~r.forming -spehral and. cdr-relation an~lysis :. · 
. . 
·The modified version wi 11 accept up to 6 0, 0.00 data points. 
. -
Although BMD02TX has the· capability t'o d,?· cro.ss· corre- $. 
"'! . . . 
, . . .r 
lations, · cross spect~a . and' related ~tatistical an~lyses, 
it was us~d h~~e pnl 1io give a list a.h plot .of. auto-







spectral estfmate with a linear 
. logarit~mic plot. ·PR is, a program 
I 
data and calls . BMD02TX from disk • 
.· 
~ . . PREP uses, the .. same statements as DIST to re·ad and~on- . 
• vert the,:ata . Det~~-ieci 's:~cificatio11s· on Bt:1D0~ an·d - ~ 
the Fast Fourier Tr~nsform t~chni~ue wil~b~ found in -
?nY comput~r s~stems 'f:·efererce library. · ( 
. -
I . 
4 ~ .3' Program Control cards 
4 • . 3. 1 First Card 
.. 
.. 
; ' .. , ; . . 
~ 
d' 
This is" identic~l ~o th~ first card des6ribe~ in· DIST. 
/ 
.. 
4.3~2 Second Card 
. 4. 4 
. ,. . . 
.. 








.. · \ . 
The tape·· number card is· identica-l to :that tlescrl.bed in 
~ I 
. ' ' 
DJST . 
. . . 
• -'R1 
" . 























4. 5 · 
' . i 
.• 1\ I .. 
BM~O?'fX C~rd~ 
\ ·. I 
- 7.9 
Th.er~·· are three · cards in this ·sect!on, a PROBLEM card, · 
• • 
cJ. SEL~rd and a ~IN,ISH card .. · To ~change the . "number' 
. . 
. -
• t> • 
of channels read and the qperations perforrn~d, · it · w~ 11· 
be nec~s~a~y. . to refer .to the· ·· aet'aTrea 'docume'ntation __ on ' 
h ' p . : ' . 
the program in a · sy.ijtems reference library. Ho~v~r, · 
;:<' ' . . 
it ~ill probabl~ · be · useful . to vary the sa~ple . r~te and . 
the nu~~~r-of ~point~'used.t~ display diffe~ent .as~e~~s 
of the data. lt wai found useful to us~ a lag of .05 
.. . 0 ... 
seconds : to 'display d 'e-tail· at high frequencies, and a lag 
\. 
of • 5 seconds · to · show trends at lo~. · frequencies . 
4. 5. 1 :PROBLEM ca·rd 
· ·Column 
... 
7- 12 ; 





32-35 ' '" 
36-42 .. ) 
~ 
. • 
4 3:-_4 7 
' '• 
48-53 
54 -:- 68 









ty,pe. P'ROBLEM · (mandatory) 
. d' 
.type· RUN 1 .. 
blank • . · 
type -01 
t ype 
.: wi t h 
.ta ... 
.,. 
ate _or constant 
i'n sec,pnds, 
I . 
'uri:i, t as SECOND. ·. 
:, 
., 
' ;'i . 
. ' 
·. 
' _ __j 
I . 
I, .• . 
.. ' 
. ~: . ' ,. 















.4 • ·T ,~ip~t':ing· . . 
- ~ '\ 
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LIST OF. TURBULENCE INSTRUMENTATION ' ·MANUFACTURERS 
For Disa ~guiprnerit in tanada, write 
\ 
q ~·1 . 
11 R. W. Spafford 
canad€m . Products Ltd . . . j 
Box. 1411, St. Laurent· 
Montreal 379 . . . 
_?:Q • 
.CGS Data~etrics hot .. film · equipment . may. be obtained from· 
C.G.s.··natametrics · 
127 Coolidg~ Hill Road 
Watereown, Mass. 0217.2' 
lJ .. S. A. 
"' 
.. 





· . . ., 
Thermo-Sy~tems Inc.· 
.. :·· ... 
0. 
· 2 500 . Cleveland Ave. · No. 
St. P'aul · · 
.Minneso-ta 55J.l3 
I 
EPco· electromagneti'c flow meters are made by 
. · Engineering-Physics Company 
12721' T~inbrook - Parkway 
Rockville · 
. . 
· Maryland 20852 
. U.S.A. 




FluiDynami c Device.s Limited 
3·216 Lenwor-th Dr. · · · 
Mississauga, · dntari~ -
address for coirirnerci&~ vortex meters. is-
• • 0 • ~ 0 
·; j . 
\~ . ' 
, t 
J-Tec Associates I nc . . 0 °. 
317 .Seventh Av: S.E. 
Ce~ar _ Rapi~s < ~ 
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· APPENDIX 3 
CALrBRATI-ON SCHEMES FOR HOT FILM PROB~S . 
...... 
An obvious choice for a· calibrati-on rig if the eqtilp-
. ' . . 
.. 
rnent is·available, is :to rno:J.Int the probe and . al'}ernoineter on· a 
. , 
.towing carriage arid puli it down · a flume. · · Palm~r ( 1973) cali-: 
·bra ted his probes this way. This is an acGura·te· rnetho'd but . 
requires the avaiiabi·lity c:>f an expensive ~nd elaborate tow-
. 
. ' . 
..P 
· ing· taryk system, and suffers from the drawback of . the experi-
. -·· . 
. . 
menter not being . ~ble ·.t .c;> change the tempera-ture;· and saiini ty . 
; 
of the water if desired. 
Resch (1970) de?cribes an elabora·te· closed circuit re-
·' . . . . I . . 
··.c.ircula:!:ing pump sy~tem which again . <:rffers excellent control ·· 
-
.of vel,~cities. ' but must· be - ~P~"ti~lly made . f~.r. .corro)i.ve s~lt ... 
water . ."'i Again, this system is expensive and cumbersome. 
. ,, . 
. . ' . 
· For~ a fast an<;l cheap method · of calib,.tating ,hot filr_n 
pr?bes, · Gallagner '(1973) has devised· a syste~ corni?rising of · 
a 3 ... s 1 beaker ·of water, s'everal feet of ciear...:Elexible tub:... 
ing --and· an up~ight ' lucite tube . 't:hree ·inches in diamete~ by 
.: . . . ". . . 
about a .foot long. The probe is hung sensor down behind a 
s'creen ·suspended 'from th~ top· of ' the ·lucite tube. Water 
flows fr9m the constant head breaker (adjust~d· by ha:nd and 
/ ! 
sighted by ·eye) via the flexiqle tubing to the base of ,the . 
. . -
. , . 
. . lucit,~ ,.tube 'and 'then ov;rflo~s· at the top.· This gives f airly 
. 
: accurate result~ at ·:tow velocities; with an ,error . of about 
. 4 to 5%. ' ' 
> 0 '. YJ 




. ~ . 
,. 
' . ' 
~1 





. ) · . 
'-· :- 8 5 " I 
. . . 
\__ . -
•' . 
_.Rotating -~~nk systems are m~re . expensiye than 
Gallagher' ·s method, but should be ·a· li t'tle· easier to' use 
once s~t up 1 . 'iri addition· to, bei.ng more accurate. Ro'tating_ 
\ . . . .... . 
tank systems a:ze; small: 1 portabJ.-e and ·rel<;itive·ly .cheap; 
. . . 
' that · is' why we decided on .such calibr_ation d~vice. . -~runell.e I . 
) . . . . 
Gauthier and P'-ichon. ( 1969) . describe a calibrator that uses . ' 
• 
. ' · . .,., p 
. a small va-riable · speed-· f?C motet to drive a -r>lexiglas tank· 
" . . .,.. .. ' . . .. ' ·. 
· illed ~ith wa.ter -1 . and g,iv~ the results of their· extensive 
i -:.tti~at~J~ in_t; 0it"'Fe~.formance,.. ,The rd~at-~. tank we 
bufl t.' ve~i.f/es ·the . utili.ty _of 'Ehe concept I but il~ustrates 
·~ 
- - . 
.. . ,; trat a slight change .in -design would result in 
' . . I' . . 
' machine. ~stead ... of. ·futatin:g. the' w 
. . . ~ · 
~ : . 
and having to . wait 
•Ill' I • ~ ' 
fc;nf 'the velocity field · to become at eaGh speed 
· I . . . . I • 
~ s:~ti~?, ,tit is . be~ter t<?, rota{-·~ fl}~ ~-~ob~ inste~d~ and4 us·e 
. ·a slip ting foi the.pr~be cable .. trey· and· McNally ·. ( 1973).· 
• • • • • • . l ' . '\.. • • ' • • 
:~used. such a d·~sign ~nd found it -sa~isfac~ory except that ' 
' · ·. '• . ... . ' f 1 ' , I ' 
their s·iip · r:Lngs ~generated too rriuch noise and had' to· b~ . 
·. 
. . . ~ 
bypa~sed usipg a long cab.lej In the .. authq·r Is_ experi-~n~e ' 'w.i th 
ho~ film ,pro~~s · moun~ed ~n~igh, ~peed . ro~ating. Arums 1 ever:·' 
. .• ! . ' - . .. ' . . .. 
·cheap slip rings will not. interfere with. the S¥s'tem;· , ~o "th~ 
' \ ~· I I \ • ! ' ' o '~ 
. . 
... . 
·system ~~- · Bhe ohe· recommended . . 
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